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I

INTRODUCTION

A. Purqqge of thegthgsis

The involvement of the United States in the Second World war was

a reason fdr the defeat of the chief Axis power, Germany, and German

policy toward the western Hemisphere had been a vital factor in causing

American participation in the war. The Japanese attack upon Pearl

Harbor was merely the immediate incident precipitating America's entry

into the conflict. Moreover, the evidence shows that Germany's alliance

Of 1940 with.Japan was not the chief reason for her declaration of war

upon the United States. Relations between the two countries had long

been strained.because of Germany‘s policy toward the western HemiSphere

during the Nazi regime. This thesis is concerned with the aspects of

that policy which included attack upon certain areas deemed vital for

hemispheric defense by the United States. Aside from military plans,

it is clear that subversive activities, prepaganda and economic warfare

propagated by Germany in the new World, primarily in Latin.America,

resembled the preliminaries of her aggressions in lurepe.

Equally important are the things which this thesis does not at-

tempt to do. There is no effort here to make a comprehensive survey

of the political and economic relations between Germany and the Americas.

Nor has the question whether Germany incited Japan to make war upon

the United States been treated. The evidence pertaining to that prob-

lem is fragmentary, and the subject itself is too large for considera-

tion here. Finally, I have not tried to answer the question whether

the United States should have gone to war with Germay because the
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the western HemiSphere was endangered. That issue is largely academic

since Germany declared war and thus forced the conflict. It is safe

to conclude, however, that U.S. leaders feared a German attack upon

the New world, that Germany planned to seize certain points which the

United States would have defended, and that, had these contemplated

German attacks been attempted as scheduled, the United States would

have gone to war months before the attack on Pearl Harbor;.

The totalitarian nature of the National Socialist Party and the

German state under Hitler was reSponsible for a singular unity of pure

pose in foreign affairs. Hitler's dogma later became German policy.

It seems prudent, therefore, to seek out the Nazi Party's attitude

toward the Americas even before it came to power in Germany. Only in

this reSpect doe! the thesis deal with the period before 1933.

As indicative of German policy the content of material from the

following sources has been accepted: Hitler's writings and speeches,

the writings and speeches of German cabinet ministers and National

Socialist Party leaders, military directives signed by Hitler, Oper-

ational plans and orders of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces

(GIN), captured records of secret conferences speeche s, diaries, and

correspondence of Germany's political and.militany1eaders, and dip-

lomatic dispatches to and from the German Foreign Office. Additional

indications of German pdicy and intent toward the Western Hemisphere

are found in the reactions and countermeasures of the United States

and other states of the Western Hemisphere to what they Judged to be

German policy. Intelligence sources not now available for research

were used by these governments as a basis for their political and mili-

tary moves toward Germany. Therefore, one seeks to determine, in-
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directly, German policy toward the Western Hemisphere as rescaled

in the actions and statements of those charged with the responsibil-

ity of protecting the New world against possible attack.

Germany did not attempt some of the military Operations which will

be described. All German war plans mentioned in this thesis are in-

tegral parts of a scheme to conquer all Europe, to hold western

Russia, and to seize control of the.Atlantic Ocean with a view to

future war with the United States. The failure of Germany to fulfill

the intentions which might have endangered the western HemiSphere

was due, primarily, to her insufficient power to conduct offensives

simultaneously against both.East and west.

B. Atlantic Invasion Routes

 

‘ Any attack planned by Germany against the United States or the

Western Hemisphere would, of necessity, have come from Europe or Africa

westward to the New'World. Hence, attention is drawn to the.Atlantic

Ocean, at once a barrier and a highway. Two indirect routes from

EurOpe to the Americas avoid the vast expanses of water in the middle

of the North.Atlantic. The northern of these two passes out of the

North Sea to Iceland, thence to Greenland and Newfoundland or directly

to the continent. The way to the North American industrial centers

is via Nova Scotia or the St. Lawrence River valley. By air this trip

from Europe to the New World can be made in several short flights

under nine hundred-fifty miles in length to established air fields.

The southern route from EurOpe to the New world extends through the

Iberian Peninsula or the Mediterranean Sea to western Africa, thence

down the coast to a point on its shoulder Opposite the bulge of Brazil.

llternately, a dump may be made to the Azores, Cape Verde, or Canary
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Islands. The African coast between the French naval base at Dakar

and the British naval base at Freetown, Sierra Leone is barely sixteen

hundred miles from Brazil. The nearest U;S. naval base at Georgetown,

British Guiana is, however, over eighteen hundred miles by air from

the Brazilian.bulge.

South of Cabo de Sao Roque lies the most pOpulous and the wealthiest

portion of South America. This region is almost equidistant from EurOpe

and North America, and it is closer to bases in Africa or the Atlantic

Islands that to the outposts of the United States. Consequentely, the

maintainance of U.S. naval and aerial superiority in this vitSI I; very

difficult.

Had Germany moved southwestward toward the western Hemisphere she

would have made use of the Atlantic Islands to throw up'a shield of air

and naval protection for her land Operations in western.Africa.. These

islands, the.Azores, Madeira, the Canaries, and the Cape Verde Islands,

also flank the great maritime highways of the.Atlantic Ocean. All the

lifelines of Great Britain which pass through the Mediterranean, around

the Cape of Good HOpe, and down to the La.Plata.in South America pass

through the area dominated by the islands. Indeed, the air age has re-

duced the Atlantic narrows between Africa and South America to a mere

strait. Through the strait pass the trade routes from eastern South A»

merica to North America. In the same manner, Iceland, Greenland and

Newfoundland dominate the bustling great circle route from North Ameri-

ca to Great Britain. Clearly, German control of these vital island

areas would have jeqpardized the communication and trade of all nations

of the western Hemisphere.

All Speculation over the geographical and military factors involved
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will not answer the question whether German,ggpld have attacked the was-

tern Hemisphere. we know that the "broad Atlantic" had been reduced to

a mere puddle; that German aricraft might easily have made one-way at-

tacks upon the east coast of the United States from Atlantic bases; that

Germany in 1938 planned aircraft for 1942 whose minimum range was to be

4800 mileslg that German domination of the Azores, Iceland, and the Cape

Verde Islands would have probably severed.Britain's lifelines, caused

her downfall, and netted Germany a good chance at control of the Atlan-

tic Ocean. NOne of these things occured. But the fact remains that

Germany planned military Operations which, had they been pursued with

success, might have placed the western Hemisphere in danger of domina;

tion or attack.

C. Boundinggthe western Hemisphere

The definition of the term, 'Western Hemisphere,” is vital to an

understanding of planned German Operations on its periphery and efforts

by the United States to defend it. The Second WOrld war was truly a

global conflict made possible, in large part, by the belligerent's

ability tO use improved means of communication and transportation to

attack thousands of miles from the political and industrial heartlands.

It is unrealistic, therefore, to define the western HemiSphere in.purely

geographic terms as including merely the two American continents and

the islands perched near their coasts. Since wars are fought between

states, one must accept the definition of the western HemiSphere

as put forth by the political and military_leadership of the

1 Office of United States Chief of Counsel Tor'Prosecution of Axis

Criminality, Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression(washington, 1946), VII,

790; from the German Air Force's “Organization Study 1959,' dated_

2 May, 1938, describing Luftwaffe performance goals for 1942.



states concerned. German leaders gave little heed to the question

because no geographical concept or’Monroe Doctrine, unilateral or sup-

ported by many nations, would stand in the way of aggrandizement of

Germany. But the United States and the other American states, faithful

to tradition and conscious of their national sovereignties, were defin-

ite in marking the limits of the New World, extending it steadily east-

ward into the Atlantic.

The Declaration of Panama, approved on 3 October, 1939 by the

American Republics is qbtarting place for the political delineation of

the western Hemisphere. A.'security zone" which was three hundred to

one thousand miles wide and went around the American continents below

the U.S.—Canadian border was established. As a reSponse to the out-

break of war in Eur0pe and the possiblity of its extension to American

waters and shores the nations declared that all hostilities by non-

American belligerents were prohibited in this area. Great Britain and

Germany repeatedly viblated this new none, and the running naval battle

ending in the scuttling of the Graf Spee at Montivideo on 16 December,

1939,also sunk the American states' concept of the Izone of security."

The farthest eastward extension of the lone had been to 24° Longitude.

Vest between 50 North and 200 South Latitude.1

Throughout the next months the subject of hemispheric defense drew

much attention as Germany demonstrated her might in Europe. Congress-

woman.ldith N. Rogers requested a definition of the limits of the New

Vorld from the State Department. S.W. Doggs, State Department geo-

grapher, replied that the political demarcation was more extensive than

the geographical or historical limitation. Qhere was, he said, no

1 3.8.33nes and D.P. Myersleds.§, Documents on American Forei n Be at one,

£_;z, 1932-Qune, 1940(Boston, 1940;, II, 115-121. ,
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common agreement on the geographical definition of the western Hemis-

phere. The State Department maintained, however, that it comprised

"...North America(inc1uding Central America and the west Indies, and

also Greenland) and South America, together with all the islands apperb

taining to the two continents.“1

Nearly a year after the American nations had pushed the boundary

of the New WOrld far eastward by the Act of’Panama, the United States

concluded the famous destroyers-forabases transaction with Great Britain.

By this agreement of 3 September, 1940 the United States obtained leases

on eight advanced sea and air bases in the Atlantic and Caribbean. They

were located in Newfoundland, Bermuda, Jamaica, Georgetown in.British

Guiana, Ezuma in the Bahamas, and.Antigua, St. Lucia, and Trinidad in

the LesserAntilles.2 Sea and air'patrols from these points extended

for hundreds of miles the United States' control of the Atlantic. Thus,

in a military sense, western Hemispheric waters now included all that

were controlled from the newly acquired bases.

With the coming of Spring in 1941 there was fear that Germany might

resume her offensive against Britain and defeat the last force stand—

ing between Hitlerism and the New WOrld. Accordingly, President Roose—

velt extended the U.S. "security zone” and Epatrol areas" to include

all NOrth Atlantic waters west of 26° Longitude West.3 The U.S. would

use aircraft and naval vessels based on Greenland, Nova Scotia, the

‘U.S.A., the eight leased bases and.possibly Brazil. The American patral

‘gguld broadcast warnings of 'aggressor' ships orgplanes Operating within

1 letter of 8 June, 1940 from Boggs to E.N. Rogers; Ibid., II, 95-96.

2 see the large folded map at the end of this thesis for the location

of the leased bases.

3 Roosevelt to Churchill, 11 April, 1941 as quoted in W.S. Churchill,

The Second WOrld wag; The Grand.Alliance(Boston, 1950), p. 140.
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this huge area. Roosevelt publicly announced the extension of the patrol

a.month later in his address of 27 May, 1941, but he did not specifi-

,cally mention the twenty-sixth meridian, a boundary which included the

Azores and barely missed the Cape Verde Islands. Admiral Ernest J.

King officially designated this new hemispheric boundary line in his

'Operation.Plan No. 8,. dated 18 April, 1941. Included were all of

Greenland, all of the Azores Island group, and the Gulf of the St.

Lawrence River, the Bahama Islands, the Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf

of Mexico.

President Roosevelt's speech of 27 May, 1941 went further in ex-

tending the New World's eastern limits. The United States, he said,

was ready to resist with all force at its disposal any effort by Ger-

many to gain domination over the Western HemiSphere or to move into

positions from which it could mount an attack. He pointed out that

Germany could occupy at any time the Iberian.Peninsula, French North

Africa, Dakar, and '...the island outposts of the new lbrld--the

Azores and Cape Verde Islands.'2 The latter were in easy flying range

of Brazil and dominated South Atlantic shipping routes. Roosevelt

warned,

The war is approaching the brink Of the Nest Hemisphere itself. It is

coming very close to home.

Control or occupation.by Nazi forces of any of the islands of the

‘Atlantic would Jeopardize the immediate safety of portions of NOrth

and South America and of the island possessions of the United State;

and of the ultimate safety of the continental United States itself.“

Greenland and Iceland were described as the stepping stones for invasion

of North America, and the same was said for the Azores and Cape Verde

Islands in relation to Brazil. Apparently, the President was now in-

cludipg the Cgpe Verde Islands and Iceland within the Western Hemisphere.

l 5.3. Morison, History of flgited States Naval erations in W rld war

II, Volume I, The Battle of the Atlantic, Sept., 1939-M , 1943(BOsOon,

1942), p. 61: from Navy Operations files for 1941.

2 'U. S. Department of State, iPegce and war, United States Foreign.Policy

1231-1941(Washington, 1943). p. 665.

3 Ibid., p.,666.
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This concern over Iceland dated back to the time before war broke

, out in.Burope. At that time the 0.8. government was concerned about

the safety of the great circle route to EurOpe from the United States.—

This route passed strategic Iceland where the United States thought,

Germany might establish air and ULboat bases. In the Spring of 1940,

after Denmark fell, Germany did, indeed, exert pressure to get such

concessions from the Icelandic government. At this time, the State

Department came to the decision that '...Greenland was wholly, and

Iceland largely, in the Western Hemisphere}1 In.April of 1941, a year

later, an agreement with the Danish Minister in washington established

a U.8. protectorate ever Greenland and authorized the construction of

naval and air bases there by the United States. .And on 7 July, 1941,

Roosevelt announced that an occupation force had been sent to Iceland

to cooperate with the British in guarding the island from German

attack. Thus, by early July of 1941 the Western Hemisphere included,

according to Utl. political and military leaders, all area west of the

twenty-sixth meridian and also Iceland, the.Azores, and the Cape Verde

Islands.

In conformance with these deveIOpments Admiral King redefined

the limits of the Hemisphere in his 'Operation.Plan No. 5,. dated 15

July, 1941. It said, “The occupation of Iceland by a power, other than

one VhiCh has sovereignty over western HemiSphere territory, would

constitute a serious threat against Greenland and the northern portion

of the North American Continent....'2

In midpJuly Roosevelt's special envoy, Harry HOpkins, conferred

with Churchill and showed him the President's latest extension eastward

of the Hemispheric boundary. On a map from the current National

 

l Cordell Bull, The Memoirs of Cordell Hull(N.Y., 1948), I, 758.

2 as quoted in Morison, 2p. g;t., p. 74.
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Geographic Roosevelt had drawn a line down the tenth meridian, around

Iceland;at a two hundred mile radius, and thence down the formerly

established limit of the twenty-sixth meridian to the equator.1 The

United States was to police the vast area west of the line. Churchill

later described the President's concept in a communication to General

Smuts of South Africa on 14 September, 1941.2 At the Atlantic meeting

of the Anglo—American political and.nilitary leaders in early August

the U.S. concept of thw Nestern Hemisphere's limit was further clarified.

Roosevelt said that the United States was feeling out the Portuguese

government for permission to occupy the Azores with American troops

in the manner of the Iceland undertaking.3 This Roosevelt had done to

forestall any German effort to occupy the islands and threaten the new

lorld.

At this conference we find another indication of the military

measures which the United States would undertake to safeguard the New

world. Churchill told Roosevelt of Britain's fear that Germany would

march into the Iberian Peninsula.4 To meet such a move Britain had

prepared 'Operation.Pilgrim' for the seizure of Spain's Canary Islands.

Churchill told Roosevelt that the British.might take the Canaries even

before any move in that direction was made by Germany and this action

might provoke '...a crisis in the [Iberian] Peninsula.‘ Both men a»-

greed that such a move might provoke Germany to attempt the seizure of

Portugal's.Asores and Cups Yerde Islands. It had already been made

clear that the United States considered these islands vital to hemis-

pheric defense and, hence, on the eastern.perimeter of the Americas,

1 Hebert D. Sherwood, figosevelt and Ho kins, An Intimate Histogz

(N.Y., 1948), p. 310; see Opposite page.

text of cable from Churchill to Smuts, 14 September, 1941 in

Churchill, The Grand Alliance, p. 517.

Sherwood, pp, gig., pp. 355—56.

see Chapter V of this paper for a discussion of Germany's plan of

attack through Spain.

b
e
a
m
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Roosevelt promised Churchill that: ''In these circumstance he would

none the less be ready to come to the aid of Portugal in the‘Atlantic

Islands, and was holding strong forces available for that purpose."1

The furthest extent to which anyone in the U.S. government would

push the eastern limit of the western HemiSphere was Undersecretary of

State Sumner welles. He disagreed with Hull's careful policy of applya

ing constant pressure to Vichy to prevent the ceding to Germany of

French African bases on the Atlantic. Early'in.fiay of 1941 Nelles got

the President's ear and drew up a tentative presidential message to

Congress which would extend tremendously the U.S. concept of the western

HemiSphere. The message stated that

...the seizure, or control over...areas, some of which are barely

sixteen hundred miles from the coast of South America, by powers

which are bent on world conquest, would constitute so immediated a

threat to the peace and safety of the Western HemiSphere that the

situation arising therefrom could not be regarded passively by the

United States.2

Such a.policy would have placed under the Monroe Doctrine most of wes—

tern Africa's coast north of the equator and have-included territory of

Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, and Liberia. Although the President

did not deliver the message, its drafting shows the extent to which an

American statesman was willing to push the American hemispheric boundary.

In conclusion, it may be said that by midpAugust of 1941 the was.

tern HemiSphere's eastern boundary had been.pushed far out into the

Atlantic toward EurOpe and Africa. The United States, dominant power

in and protector of the flaw world, defined the western HemiSphere as

including all area north of the equator, east of the international

dateline, and west of a line drawn down the tenth meridian to the

1 W. Churchill, The Grand Alliance, p. 438; Roosevelt saw and approved

Churchill's message to the war Cabinet describing the committment.

2 as quoted in C. Hull, Kemoirs, II, 959.
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vicinity of the Faeroes Islands, thence around Iceland at a two

hundred mile radius, thence down the twenty-sixth meridianp-.

including all of the.Azores and Cape Verde Islands.--to the

equator.
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II.

GERMAN'POLICY REGARDING ATTACK UPON OR.DOMINATION OF THE

WESTERN EEMISPHERE

The specific objectives of German policy concerning the western

Hemisphere from 1938 until the outbreak of war with the United States

can best be understood in the light of the general aim pursued during

that period. One turns to Hitler's blueprint, Mein Kggpf, as an author—

itative source for the long—range policy of National Socialist Germany.

The basic foreign policy aim of Hazi Germany was territorial aggrandize-

ment. The dicta of the space-hungry National Socialist brand of geo-

politics, the demand for Lebensraum, the great "crimes“ of the Versailles

gigfiggr--all these can be rectified by the seizure of territory.

IGermany will either be a world power or will not be at all. To be a

world power, however, it requires that size which nowadays gives its

necessary importance to such apower....'l The Fuehrer, never setting

the limits of "Greater Germany,‘ exhorted his Party comrades to '...

cling unflinchingly to our foreignppolicy aims, that is to guarantee

the German nation the soil and territory to which it is entitled on

this earth.'2 The land of Germany must be harmonized with the pepulap

tion, thus making 'Soil and territory...the goal of German foreign

policy....'3 As early as 8 November, 1938 Hitler threatened to wage

war in order to fulfill Germany's 'rights' of territorial aggrandize-

lent.4 A.year later he confessed secretly to his military subordinates

that he had wanted war from the time he began the clandestine rebuild-

ing of Germany's armed might.5‘

 

 

 

1 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, Complete and Unabridged(N.Y., 1939), p. 950.

2 Ibid., p. 947.

3 Ibid., p. 944.

4 Monica Curtis(ed.), Documents on International Affairs, 1938(London,1¥

1943), II, 26.

5 as quoted in Peter de Mendelssohn, Design For £ggression(N.Y., 1946),

p. 1.
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Keeping in mind this greed for forceful seizure of territory,

one considers how the desire was manifested in Germany‘s policy toward

the New World. A.policy is found having two marked and conflicting

trends, the first and subordinate of which may be termed non-warlike,

the second and predominant trend being an aggressive policy of conquest

or domination. The nonpaggressive tendency is first considered here

and is treated roughly in the chronological order of its development.

In 1938 and 1939 Germaileaders disavowed any desire for world con-

quest or attack upon the Americas. Prepaganda.Minister Goebbels told

the Nazi Party Congess on 10 September, 1938: "Never have we left any

doubt that National-Socialism is not for export....We do not aim at

world domination.‘1 Four months later Hitler ridiculed the accusation

that Germany might soon attempt military conquest of the world. He

said:

The assertion that National Socialism will soon attack North and

South America, Australia, China, or even the Netherlands, because

different systems of government are in control in these places is on

the same plane as the statement that we intend to follow it up with

an immediate attack on the full moon....

On 28 May, 1939 the Tuehrer made another disavowal of any intention

to attack the western HemiSphere. Hitler was replying to President

Roosevelt's appeal of 15 April asking for a ten year truce, disarma-

ment, unfettered international trade, and nonpaggression guarantees

for thirtybone states. Sarcastically, the Fuehrer brushed aside

Roosevelt‘s proposals and solemnly declared:

 

1 M. Curtis(ed.), pp, plp., 1938, II, 19; see also Hitler's similar"r

declaration on 24 February, 1940 in a speech at Munich in.A. Hitler,nM

NY’New 0rder(N.Y., 1941), p. 785.

2 speech in Reichstag of 30 January, 1939; M New Order, p. 570.
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...all the assertions which have been circulated in any way concerning

an intended German attack or invasion or or in.American territory are

rank frauds and gross untruths, quite apart from the fact that such

assertions, as far as the military possibilities are concerned, could

only have their origin in stupid imagination.

Field.Marshall Goering, commander of the Luftwaffe, testified at the

Nuremberg war Crimes Trials that even air attack from Germany upon the

western HemiSphere was impossible:

Even if Germany had completely dominated the nations of Europe,

between Germany and the American continent there are...about 6,000

kilometers of water....In view of the smallness of the German fleet,

and the regretable of bombers to cover this distance...there was

never any question of a threat against the American continent.

Aside from the fact that Goering's apologia indicates an.unspoken desire

to have been able to attack the New World, he obviously ignored three

pertinent facts. First, air attack upon'agz part of the Americas would

have involved the United States because of its role as protector. Second-

ly, conquest of Britain would have given Germany control of the Atlantic;

and finally, the distance from the Old world and its Atlantic Islands

is at many points but a fraction of 6000 kilometers.

German naval leaders were well aware of the crucial role which

' submarine warfare might play in causing the United States to enter the

war. A.memorandum found in the captured files of the German Navy de4

scribed the possible entry of the United States into the war as lldeci-

sive" and not to be risked until Axis naval resources were sufficient to

defeat the United States on the seas. The line taken by the Navy was

that economic warfare at sea should be waged as ruthlessly as possible

3

without provoking the United States. .As a result of this decision

figtler was willing on 23 Februaryl,1940_to forbid the use of U?DQ§&§_#_

1 speech in Reichstag on 28 May, 1939; Ibid., p. 671; a similar state—

ment was made by Rudolf Hess in.England on 15 May, 1941; see.flagi

Conspiracy and Aggression, VIII, 45.

International Military Tribunal, Trial of the Major war Criminals,

Proceedings(Nuremberg, 1947), IX, 402.

Nani Conspiracy and Aggression, Supp.A, 845.

N
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off Newfoundland "...owing to the psychological effects on the U.S.A."1

Later, in the face of increased U.S. aid to Britain, Hitler rejected

Admiral Haeder's requests to allow U>boats to operate up to the three-

mile international sea boundary of North America. These powers were

sought in the Spring of 1941,2 and by 9 June Hitler had refused the

request because he '...wished to avoid anything which could lead to

incidents with the United States.'3 The captured records of the German

Navy indicate that Hitler, acutely aware of the danger of provoking

the United States to war by excesses in sea warfare, held his fleet

in check.

Germany's cautious attitude toward the United States, apparent

in the statements of Hitler, seems to have deveIOped around the beginp

ning of 1941, and for many reasons. The attempt to conquer Great Britain

had failed; vast military committments had.already been made; a huge '

effort was being made to hurl one hundred twenty-five divisions against

the Soviet Union in June of that year. It would be folly, then,

to provoke the United States to war just at a time when so many irons

were already in the fire. Incidents and provocations were to be an

voided in the fields of foreign affairs and in the conduct of the war.

The German Embassy in Washington believed that its warnings to Berlin

not to allow incidents nor to let ULboats Operate too close to American

waters were understood and acted upon. The policy of the German Foreign

1 entry in Admiral Assmann's diary of 23 February, 1940, Ibid. Supp.

Ag 1017.

2 Foreign Minister Ribbentrop to Bitter(Ambassador to the U}S.), lhid.,

Supp. A” 970-71.

3 Ritter's memorandum dated 9 June, 1941; Ibid., Supp. A“ 871.
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Office and its reprentatives '...was to avoid anything that might harm

1

political relations between.Berlin and washington.'

During the Spring and summer of 1941 Hitler began to express him-

self as definitely Opposed to war, at that time. with the United States.

Eb held to this opinion at a time when American aid and sympathy for

Germany‘s enemies were rapidly increasing. German leaders knlw that

Japan was preparing new operations which.night result in war with the

United States in.the Pacific. In that case, Germany's duty by the Tri-

partite Pact of 1940 would be to declare war and Join her ally. No

doubt Hitler had this eventuality in mind when, in a conference on 4

April, 1941 with the Japanese Foreign Minister, Matsuoka, he '...pointed

out that Germany...considered a conflict with the United States un-

desirable....'2 .A week later, Matsuoka told U.S. Ambassador Stein-

hardt in Moscow that he didn't expect Germany to declare war on the

United States since both Hitler and HibbentrOp were Opposed to such

a move.

In the summer of 1941 German leaders were confident that the Soviet

‘Union would crumble 19a matter of five months. Japan was assuming a

more adamant stand on its demands in the Pacific where only the United

States held her in check. Hoping for a quick victory and then freedom

to act against the Western HemiSphere, Hitler told Admiral Raeder on

9 July

...it is vitally imprtant to put off America's entry into the war for

another one or two months. Hence avoidance of all incidents....As

before, only merchant ships can be attacked without warning in thz

prohibited area, but American ships are to be excluded from this,

1 testimony of Dr. Heribert von Strempel, First Secretary at the German

Embassay in washington from 1938 to 1941: Ibid., Supp. A, 561.

2 Ibid., IV, 523; notes of the conference.

3 C. Hull, Memoirs, II, 983; dispatch to Washington from Moscow of

11 April, 1941.

4 Assmann's diary entry of 9 July, 1941 as quoted in Morison,,§g,gi1.,

I , 37-38 .

 



Germany's decision not to provoke the United States appears to

have held good until Japan unleashed her attack in the Pacific. AS

winter approached Hitler's armies were being dragged deaper into the

schrched Russian Spaces. It was clear that the Soviet Union would

hold out at least until warm weather arrived in 1942. From across the

Atlantic came American arms to succor Germany's tottering foes. In

this atmosphere President Roosevelt went on the radio, denounced

Germany's 'rattlesnakes of the Atlantic,‘ and announced that the German

ULboat attack on the U.S.S. Egaggy was, in fact, an attack on the

peeple of the United States. The Nazi braintrust was accused of har-

boring plans for the domination of the seas and of the western Hemis-

phere.1 Apparently, the strong language of the President caused a

further retrenchment of any German plan of immediate aggression a-

gainst the western Hemisphere. Italy's Foreign.Minister, Count Ciano,

recorded in his diary that 'Hoosevelt's Speech made a great impression.

The Germans have firmly decided to do nothing which will accelerate

or cause America's entry into the war.'2 .As the Japanese negotiated

in washington and prepared war in the Pacific, Germany became very

apprehensive of the consequences of the attack upon the United States

which Japan was holding ready. On 4 December, when the Eur0pean Axis

members learned that the outbreak of war was impending, there was much

serious thought given to whether it was wise for Germany to fulfill

her treaty obligations. Ciano noted: WBerlin reaction to the Japan-

ese step is extremely cautious. Maybe they will go ahead, because they

can‘t do otherwise, but the idea of provoking American intervention is

1 Peace and war, pp. 737-42, 767-72; Speeches of 11 Sept. and 27 Oct.,

1941.

2 Count Galeazzo Ciano, The Ciano Diaries, 1939-1943(Garden City,

1946), p. 398.



less and less liked by the Germans."1 Thus, on the eve of the attack

on.Pear Harbor Germany was reluctant to go to war with the United

States.

Another aSpect of German.policy toward the western HemiSphere which

may be termed non—warlike is her attempt to intimidate the United

States with an array of three totalitarian powers. The Tripartite

Pact of 25 Kovember, 1940 was aimed Specifically a keeping the United

States out of the war. Article three read:

They [the three poweré]...undertake to assist one another with all

political, economic, and military means, if one of the three Contrac-

ting Parties is attacked by a.Power at present not involved in the

European war or the Chinese-Japanese conflict.

Germany‘s decision to join such a compact grew out of the steadily

increasing aid from the United States for Great Britain, the primary

enemy of Germany. Reich.Foreign.Minister Hibbentrop told Ambassador

Oshima that I'plain language' must be used by the Axis powers to insure

that

...the U.S. realized that they were confronting firm determination....

The peOple in the U.S. did not like National Socialism. However, they

were not willing to sacrifice their sons and therefore were against

an entry into the war....our politics with the U.S. should.be plain

and firm, but not, of course, aggressive. In the U35. they must realize

that Germany, Italy, and Japan....1-rould confront [the United States

with] an iron front of detergined people, a front...which includes

practically the whole world. "

The German.Armed Forces High Command Basic Order 30. 24 Regarding Col-

laboration With Japan, dated 5 Harch, 1941,31ated that the "...com-

mon aim [pf Japan and Germany 113 the war is...forcing England to the

ground as quickly as possible and thereby keeping the United States

Ibid., p. 414:.

,ggzi Conspiracy and Aggression, V, 356.

report of a conference between Ribbentrop and Oshima, 13 February,,

1941; Ibid., Iv, 473.74.
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out of the war."1 This same thought was expressed at a conference in

Tokyo at the end of August, 1941.2 Ribbentrop confirmed the validity

of these statement at Nuremberg where he said German leaders considered

the American attitude in the fall of 1940 as 'unfriendly.' They had

heped, however, to strengthen isolationism and 'reasonable forcesI

here by confronting the United States with an overwhelming instrument

of force in the form of the Axis Alliance of 1940.3

Still another element of Germany's non-warlike policy toward the

WestenHemisphere was the use of the technique of making Germany ap-

pear wronged, persecuted or attacked by the United States. In.Eur0pe

Hitler had used this strategem to turn the tables on his enemies in

order to Justify, at a later time, an attack upon them, The tactic

had preceded assaults on Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Norway.

Perhaps the best illustration of Germany's application of this device

to her relations with the United States was Hitler's vivid rejection

of President Roosevelt's request in the Spring of 1939 for guarantees

of peace and for a conference to settle outstanding international

disputes. In a speech at the Reichstag on 28 April the Fuehrer said

that Germany abhored war while the western democracies allowed their

presses to spread lies and to agitate for hostilities. Hitler accused

Roosevelt of attempting to force Germany to abandon war while ignoring

that the United States, itself, had never failed to resort to force

when necessary. Finally, Hitler told the President and the American

peeple, EurOpean affairs were not, legitimately, any of their business.

Germany would not be intimidated; she would eradicate the evils of the

1 Ibid., VI, 907.

2 lyigp, IV, 546-51; 'Gist of a consultation held between German

Ambassador Ott and Vice-Minister Amau--29 August, 1941.. 369

Ibid., IV, 551 for the record of a similar'interview the next day.

3 Ibid., Supp. B, 1190.
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1

odious Versailles Diktet. Here we find a fantastic perversion of the

content and intent of Roosevelt's message into a tirade aimed at showa

ing the United Sta.tes to be a meddler in themfairs of an Oppressed

Germany.

I
.
"

A similar tone 3 found in Hitler's address of 30 January, 1941

when the German colossus towered over beaten Europe. Britain would

fall deepite any American help. Germany had not ore single quarrel

with ”the American people."(Perhaps that people should repudiate its

"warmongering”governnent 7) Germans had fought to secure independence

for the United States but would now be forced to sink '...every s11ip,

with or without convey, that comes within range of our torpedo tubes

9
H

....' These bombastic utterings probably indicated that Germany

sought no direct conflict with the United States, and yet she was bent

on knocking out Britain and controlling the seas.

Hitler's fanatical hate of Jews manifested itself in his opinion

of the United States as simply another side of his effort to make

Germany appear wronged. 'Jews are the regents of the stock exchange

power of the American Union. Every year they manage to become increas-

ingly the controlling masters of the labor power of 120,000,000

souls...." This cabal of ”Jewish international finance" was linked

with those who sought ”...not only the thorough econoric smashing of

Germany, but also its complete political ens avement. "4 T.ose in the

'United States who Opposed Germa v were either Jews or stirred up to

hatred by I'Jei-rishucapitalistic propaganda" in which tn‘dere was not a

1 A. Hitler, iiv lTew Order, pp. 656-77.

2 121st, p. 920.

8 .A. Hitler, Hein.Khmnf, p. 950.

4 Ibid., p. 905.
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shred of truth. Americanpoliticians would not be allowed to interfere

in German affairs.l Here was an effort to separate those who Opposed

Germany from the "true. Americans. As an answer to the agreement be-

tween Canada and the United States setting up a Joint board of defense

in the summer of 1940 Hitler fulminated against the '...international

plutocracies, the Jewish newspapers, the Stock:Exchanges....” which

hated Germany and controlled the democracies. He told Germans that

it was now a fight to a finish for Germany's sacred national foundations.2

Ribbentrop revealed after the war that Hitler actually believed that

'...very strong forces in the United States...worked against Germany.

He was absolutely convinced...it [existed ix] very important circles of

the government"...3

Hitler's speeches and the controlled German.press repeatedly branded

American leaders as 'warmongers' who prolonged the war against the

interests and wishes of the peeples involved. Responsible U.S. leaders

were accused of supporting Winston Churchill's alleged decision in

1936 to destroy Germany by war.4 Here again we find Germany pictured

as the peace-loving nation Oppressed by the'United States.

As a final aspect of Germany's efforts to appear on the defensive

and thus nonpaggressive toward the Western HemiSphere we consider her

interpretation of American defensive efforts. These American defense

measures are discussed in Chapter VII of this paper, and it is shown

that they were undertaken solely to meet the threat of aggression

upon the New Wbrld by Germany or her allies. Germany's leaders, how-

1 My New Order, pp. 580-93; speech of 30 January, 1939.

2 19111... p. 850; Speech of 4 Sept., 1940.

3 testimony at interrogation in Nuremberg on.31 August, 1945; Nazi

Conspiracy and Aggression, Supp. B, 1197.

4 fly New Order. p. 951, Speech of 4 May, 1941.
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ever, were prone to regard them as aggressive moves. Ribbentrop

termed the arrival of U.S. trOOps in Iceland as '...an aggression

against Germany and Ramps.“1 He told his Japanese allies that by

early July, 1941 it was absolutely established that the United States

was an aggressor against Germany. It his interrogation in Huremberg

on 31 August, 1945 RibbentrOp named many other acts of the U.S. govern—

ment which were considered hostile by Germany. Among these were the

large-scale deliveries of war supplies to Britain, the appearance of

American volunteers in the British‘Army and Air Force, and the trading

of fifty over-age destroyers to Britain, a deal which shocked Hitler,

according to Ribbentrop. Also irritating to Germany were the recalling

of the U.S. Ambassador when Jewish persecutions broke out and the sending

home of German consular personnel as prOpaganda and intelligence agents.

However, Hitler's chief reason for Germany's declaration of war upon

the United States was another example of his effort to make Germany

appear on the defensive. He told Ribbentrop, '...the United States

is shooting against on: ships. They have been a forceful factor in

this war, and they have, through their actions, already created a situe

ation, which is practically, let's say, a situation of war.'2 Indeed,

this is the main issue cited in the German declaration of war upon the

United States, that American.naval forces had, under presidential

orders of 11 September and 27 October, attacked German vessels.3

Thus, we find that Germany's non-warlike policy toward the Western

Hemisphere had many facets. There were repeated and vehement disavowa

als of a desire for world conquest or for territory in the New World.

The German Navy and all other branches of the government were restricted

1 Nazi Conspiracygand Aggression, VI, 564-65; code telegram from

Ribbentrop to Ambassador Ott at Tokyo, 10 July, 1941.

2 Ibid., Supp. 3, 1196-1200.

:5 Ibid., VIII, 432-33.
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during 1941 from causing provocation of the United States. Elaborate

efforts were made to make Germany's cause seem defensive toward the

United States, and in so doing to cluud the issue of German designs

in the Americas. The three-power Axis Alliance of 1940 had as a

specific purpose the prevention of American.participation in the war.

Over against all this is the belligerent trend of German.policy

toward the western HemiSphere. This hostility grew out of the basic

precepts of National Socialism. Hatred of democracy, the doctrine of

Aryan superiority, and the intention of world domination based on racial

superiority were all concepts incompatible with the peOples and gov-

ernments of the western Hemisphere. Since the United States was the

only American state capable of protecting the hemisphere from a

possible German attack, she was singled out for the brunt of Germany's

vituperation directed across the Atlantic.

National Socialism's fanatic hate of democracy was a prime factor

in Germany's attitude of hostility toward the governments of the

western Hemisphere. Hitler thought democracy to be the forerunner of

the universal plague, communism.1 Nazi Party philos0pher Alfred,Rosenp

berg called for '...the utter destruction of the shameful democracy...

which will bring about today the perdition of all states in the

name of the peOple unless the religion of the Blood be lived....”2

Rosenberg made it clear, as early as 1922, that the principles and

ideology of National Socialism would '...1ead the way in the unavoid-

able struggles for power in the other countries of Europe and America.“

 

1‘ Hitler, Mein Kampf, p. 99.

2 Alfred Rosenberg, Degflythus des 20. Jahrhunderts(Munich, 1941), p.

671 as quoted in U.S. Dept. of State, National Socialism(Washington,

1943).

3 Ibid., p. 56 as quoted from Rosenberg's wesen, Grundsatze, und

Ziele der HSDAP'Munich, 1933), first edition, 1922, p. 48.
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.At the peak of his power Hitler announced the concept of two worlds

locked in a struggle for survival in his speech of 10 December, 1940.

He said no reconciliation was possible since the war was an ideological

struggle in which defeat for Germany would mean the end of the German

people.1

.A second aSpect of Germany's belligerent attitude toward the

United States and the western Hemisphere grew out of her intention to

mdbilize the German master race in order to rule the world. The

original Nazi Party program, never altered, called for a pan-German

state including all Germans.2 Obviously, the outcome of the fulfill-

ment of such a plan would affect vitally the American continents where

large German elements reside. Hitler yearned for a 'herdplike unity.

in Germans so that Germany might become mistress of the globe, ruling

with '...the victorious sword of a master race which places the world

in the service of [its] higher culture.'3 Hitler would include all

prime racial elements within this mighty German state in order to

lead them to a.position of domination.

After National Socialism came to power in Germany in 1933, both

the state and the Nazi Party began work to fulfill Hitler's dream of

world conquest by the master race. In a prephetic statement the Fuch-

rer Opened his regime by claiming for Germany all culturally allied

peeples for whose rights the German government was '...resolved to use

all means at its disposal to support...."4 In fulfillment of this

pygmise the National Socialist Party_maintained_the épgland Organization,

1 Hitler, My_New Order. pp. 874-889.

2 Hitler, Mein.Kampf, p. 686.

3 Ibid., pp. 437-38; "we all sense that in the distant future problems

could confront man for the conquest of which only a highest race, as

the master nation, based on the means and possiblities of an entire

gldbe, will be called upon.‘ Ibid., p. 581.

4 Hitler, My New Order. p. 158; speech of 23 March, 1933.

 

 



the A0, in foreign lands to organize Germans into Greater Germany.

At the sixth rally of these 'Germans from Abroad" in Stuttgart on 4

September, 1938 Goebbels told the visitors to return home as '...the

Tuehrer's henchmen throughout the world, bearers of his idea ad his

achievement to Germans wherever they may be.’1 The same day, Deputy

Fuehrer Rudolf Hess said:

Many of you Germans living abroad formed germ-cells of Germanism

Just at the most critical time....You have bonded yourselves together

in the foreign organization of the National-Socialist Party in o§der

to foster your Germanism and to become good National Socialists.

Hitler clung to his unshakable desire for world domination by Germany

even in the face of catastrophic defeat. He told Goebbels in the Sprin g

of 1943 that '...the way to world domination was practically certain...I

after Germany won the war in Europe.

The outcome of this policy of political action based on racial

affiliation was, in the New world, the building of eSpionage and

subversive groups. In South America eSpionage groups and clandestine

radio stations were active. The Brazilian government, sympathetic to

the Uhited States and wary of its own sovereignty, crushed its Nazi-

inSpired fifth column.4 Secretary of State Hull was informed that

German penetration into South American universities, social life, and

business circles was widespread. The German plan for domination of

South.America included control of carriers and of the vital EuroPean

market. Germay would undersell the United States and its agents would

overthrow any government which failed to couperate. Ultimately,

Germany planned to '...take over the Latin American countries as

 

 

 

1 Monica Curtis(ed.), 22,211,. II, 1?.

2i Ibid., 11, 14-15. .

3_ Joseph Goebbels, The Goebbels Diariesfil942—1943} ed. by Louis P.

Lochner(N.Y., 1948) p. 359; entry of 8 May, 1943.

4 Sumner welles, The Time for DecisionLN.I., 1944), p. 221.



virtual dependencies."1 Hull was convinced that Germany would have

pressed this scheme had she conquered Britain, and he ordered vigor-

ous moves be taken to counteract the German pressure.

American leaders became convinced that Germany actually intended

to attack South America as soon as it was militarilly feasible. Prime

Minister Reynaud of France had told Ambassador Bullitt in.May of 1940

that he had evidence showing a German plan of attack on the United

States after the defeat of France and Britain.3 A.year later, on 14

Hay, 1941, Secretary of State Hull told Japanese Ambassador Nomura

that the United States had irrefutable evidence of Germany's plan to

attack the New World. "It all depends,I he said, 'on whether Hitler

conquers Great Britain. If he should, he would probably or possibly

come into control of the high seas and would make his first attack on

SouthAmerica.'4 Hull was sure that the interaAmerican policy of unity

and common defense, promoted by the United States after 1933, prevented

the coming to power of several Latin American pro-German cliques

5

which would have readily given.laval and air bases to Germany. Two

1 Hull, Memoirs, I, 813-14.

2 Harold Callendar wrote in the New York Times of 17 June, 1941, p.

11 about the "German High Command in South America.” He said econ-

omic warfare, prepaganda, the air lines, and the services of German

residents were all being used by Germany to gain hegemony. Callendar

reported a scheme to carve up South America by the aggrandizement

of Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, and Colombia; all the small nations

werako be eliminated. There was planned, he said, a Nazi state in

Patagonia and German bases in the Guianas. Callendar reported that

a dozen Nazi prOpaganda newSpqpers were directed against the United

States. Storm trooper units and the Gestapo were active among the

German element.

Hull, Memoirs, I, 772-73.

Ibid., II, 1001.

5 Ibid., IIm 995—96; conversation with meura in April, 1941.
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months later, Secretary of war Stimson warned of Germany's active fifth

column groups in Latin America. The Vichy government might at any time

yield to Germany African bases from which South.America could be at-

tacked. South American defenses, said Stimson, were weak, and posses-

sion of bases there would make possible a German attack on the vital

Panama Canal. Stimson, like Hull, predicted that if Britain should

q

fall, the United States would face outright invasion 0" huge and
U

superior Axis forces.

On 27 October, 1941 President Roosevelt sounded the anger signal

of a possible German attack to the American people. The Speech was

also a warning to Germany, and it cause, as has been noted, a further

retrenchment by Germany. Roosevelt pointed to the German aim of a

new world order and her efforts to seize control of the Atlantic as

indicative of her scheme to dominate the western HemiSphere. He made

a startling revelation:

...I have in my possession a secret map made in Germany by Hitler's

government....It is a map of South.America and Central America as

Hitler>pr0poses to reorganize it. Today in this area there are four-

teen separate countries. The geographical experts of Berlin, however,

have ruthlessly obliterated all existing boundary lines and have divided

South.America into five vassal states, bringing the whole continent

under their domination. And they have also arranged it so that the

territory of one of these puppet states includes the Republic of Pan,

ama and our great lifeline---the Panama Canal.

This map makes clear the Nazi design ngt only against South America

but also against the United States itself.

At a press conference shortly thereafter Roosevelt emphasized that the

map was authentic deSpite the ranting of the German prOpaganda

_machine to the contrary. The abuse of the German Spokesman knew no

1 text of Speech in N.Y. Times, 16 August, 1941, p. 6. Hull backed up

Stimson's Speech the next day and said that the most significant

symptoms which had preceded German attacks elsewhere were evident in

South America; see N.Y. Times, 17 August, 1941, p. 5.

2 Peace an var, pp. 768-69.



bounds as they branded the map as an "old forgery“ and the President

as a 'political criminal,‘ a 'tool of international Jewry,” as "idio—

tic,‘ and as a "warmenger."l This outburst indicates the sensitivity

of the German government to so damning a charge. A noted American

geOpolitician, Derwent Whittlesey, endorses the existence and authen-

ticity of such a map although it has never been made public.2

Germany's efforts to seize footholds in the flaw world were drama-

tized in Roosevelt's radio address of 11 September, 1941. Nazi—

inSpired intrigues, plots and sabotage, said the President, were simply

the forerunners of a German attempt at achieving hegemony in this

hemiSphere. The President noted that plots in.Uruguay, Argentina,

and Bolivia had been broken up and that secret air fields in Colombia

within easy bombing range of the Panama Canal had recently been dis-

covered.3 Since early in.August the United States had received re-

ports of secret landing fields prepared by Nazis or Nazi-hired workers

in Dutch Guiana wihhin two hundred seventy-five miles of the source

of sixty percent of America's aluminum ore sources. Around 17

Eovember an.occupying force was sent to Dutch Guiana to prevent severe

danmge to the U.S. defense effort by attacks on these bauxite mines

from the secret airstrips.

Nazi Party Phi1030pher Alfred Rosenberg looked forward hopefully

to the day when a pro-German, National Socialist regime might rule the

United States. The U.S. had the great task, according to Rosenberg,

of '...throwing off the wornyout idea upon which it was founded...

1 New York Times, 29 October, 1941, pp. 1, 4, 5.

2 Derwent Whittlesey, German Strategy of World Conouest(E.Y., 1942),

pp. 247-48. As of Ebvember, 1950 the map was not to be found

among President Roosevelt's papers at the Franklin D. Roosevelt

library at Hyde Park, New York.

3 Peace and War pp. 739-40.

4 Hull, Memoirs, II, 1015. See Appendix to this paper for short sum-

maries of several periodical articles discussing Germany's activities

in South.America.
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and putting into force the new racial-state idea which a few a-

wakened Americas have already foreseen."1 Specifically, Rosenberg

would have the new "racial state“ deport all Jews, Asiatics, Negroes,

and other "undesirable“ racial types. The resemblance of this program

to that o fiazi Germany is obvious. The A0 and the Foreign Section of

the Kazi Party conducted vigorous propaganda activities in th United

States which were aimed at enlisting the support of isolationists,

American fascists, anti-Britishers, an anti~Semites.2

The reSponsible military leaders of Germany were aware that the

outbreak of war in.Burope might bring the United States into the cons

flict. Field Karshall Goering expression this Opinion to German air-

craft manufacturers in a secret Speech on 8 July, 1938. The German

Havel High Comman on 15 October, 1939 noted in a memorandum that the

United States would probably aid the Véstern.Powers in a war against

Germany. It was only a matter of time, thought the German Ravi, as

to when the United States should be forced to go to war by intense

German sea warfare.3

Because they were convinced of American sympathy for the Allies,

these German militarists were willing to make war upon the United

States, Goering demanded new weapons from the German aircraft manufac-

turers on 8 July, 1938 so that he could strike at America. He said:

I hOpe, this is my private wish and dream, a miracle will happen.

I still hOpe that I am shown some day a motor or a weapon or a.plane

or a bomb, the qualities of which will be fantastic....I still am not

yet in possession of the stratOSphere bomber which overcomes Space

at a height of 25 to 30 km....I still am lacking rocket motors which

will enable us to effect such flying. I still am missing entirely the

1 as quoted from Rosenberg's Myth of the Twentieth Centur:_in U.S.

Department of State, national Socialism, p. 33. a

hazi Conspiracy and.§~gression, Supp. A“ 550-585; testimony of von

Strempel, First Secy. at washington Embassy, 1938 to 1942.

3 Ibid., VIII, 557. m
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bomber which flies with 0 tons of explosives as f r as flew York and

back. I should be extremely happy to have such a bomber so that I

would at last be able to step somewhat the mouth of the arrogant

people over there.

-, n

L».

To this bellicosity can be added the decision by Hitler and Admiral

Raeder on 10 October, 1939, that, regardless of the effects of unrestric—

ted submarine warfare, "...all objections by neutrals have to be re-

Jected even in case of a danger of the USA entering the war....”

Hitler was determined to wage war "brutally" in disregard of any con-

sequences to Germany's relations with the United States.

In conclusion, the German policy toward the western HemiSphere re—

VOlved around her effort to defeat Great Britain and seize control of the

Atlantic. Then South American trade would be monopolized, and pro-Ger-

man.puppet governments would gradually be installed. Conflict with the

United States was to be avoided until all other major enemies had been

defeated. However, the U.S. policy of aiding Germany's enemies and th

Japanese attack in the Pacific caused Hitler to go to war prematurely

with the United States. It should be pointed out that no German plans

of military attack upon the American continents have yet been discov-

ered. Clearly, however, Germany planned to seize economic and political

hegemony in South.America. The plan to invade Great Britain was evolved

in a matter of weeks after the wehrmacht had already reached the English

Channel. Kence, military plans for the invasion of the western Hemis—

phere could easily have been.prepared after tenacious Britain had been

removed as an obstacle to further westward expansion. I

1 ‘lhig., VIII, 235; Goering established the authenticity of the record

of this Speech at his interrogation at Nuremberg; see International

Military Tribunal, Trial of the Major war Criminals, Proceedings, II,

282.

2 entry of 10 October, 1939 in.Admiral Assmann's diary;‘§gg;gConSpiracy

and Aggression, Supp. A, 1015.



III

THE GERMAN’PLAN OF INVASION OF GREAT BRITAIN

Had Germany's scheme to invade and conquer Great Britain been

successful, America's first line of defense(according to U.S. mili-

tary leaders) would have fallen. The U.S. staffs were counting on

the Royal Navy to guard the Atlantic while the bulk of America's one-

oceah navy was stationed in the Pacific. The defeat of Britain might

have meant the sinking, capture, or scuttling of the British Navy.

The combined naval strength of all German.Eur0pe plus its ship-build,

ing capacity might have made an attack upon the western HemiSphere

militarilly feasible. For all Germany needed was decisive naval

superiority in order to tranSport her overwhelming land power to

the New World.

By 23 May, 1939 Hitler had decided that war with Great Britain

was imminent and that '...the conflict with.England will be a life and

death struggle.'1 After analyzing the strength and.weakness of Bri-

tain Hitler concluded that she would be forced to capitulate after

her food supply routes were cut.2 The Fuehrer thought air power alone

could not defeat Britain, but he was ready to divert production from

the Gennan.Army to the Navy and the Air Force.3 Therefore, it seems

clear that in the spring of 1939 Hitler thought Germany could defeat

Britain by seizing the continent, by waging a war of attrition against

British supply lines, and by gaining, eventually, naval supremacy.

These same decisions regarding war against Britain appeared again

' 4

on 15 October, 1939 in a memorandum by Admiral Raeder, Commander-

Ln

1 Ibid., VII, 830; secret minutes of a conference in.Berlin of Hitler

and tOp military officers.

2 Ibid., VII, 851.

3 IRE... VII, 853.

4 Ibid., VIII, 545-72.



in—Dhief of the German Navy. With the Iutmost ruthlessness' the mari-

time trade of the principal enemy, Britain, was to be destroyed. The

total economic warfare was to include the use of submarines, surface

forces, aircraft, political organs, economy, and prOpaganda.

After the complete victory of the German Army in the west in the

Spring of 1940 and the successful evacuation of the British.Expedi-

tionary Force at Dunkirk, Germany turned upon its enemy lying across

the English Channel. Hitler's "General Order No. 16 for the prepara—

tion of a landing Operation against England' described the overaall

invasion scheme,2 the preparations of which were to be completed by

the middle of August, 1940. Called 'Operation Sea Lion" and dated

16 July, 1940, the directive tells the various branches of the German

Armed Forces their general tasks in the invasion attempt. The aSpects

of the plan which are pertinent here are the missions required of the

Luftwaffe and the German Navy.

Though.out-numbered and out-gunned the German Navy was to engage

the British fleet and prevent it from intercepting the invasion at-

tempt. British forces in the Nbrth and Mediterranean Seas were to be

attacked and tied down. .Air and torpedo strikes were to prevent the

British Home Fleet from reaching the invasion concentrations. German

vessels were to sweep a corridor from the continent to England free of

mines. On each flank of this invasion pathway a heavy minerarrier

was to be layed and guarded to repel the British fleet. The Navy was

to cooperate with the.Air Force in protecting the flanks of the entire

Operation. Finally, the German Navy was to secure, mostly from

conquered nations, a flotilla of tranSport craft sufficient to trans-

—L.‘

1 Ibid., VIII, 545.

2 Ibid., III, 399-403.



port the invasion army to England.

The primary task assigned to the Luftwaffe by Hitler was to defeat

the Royal Air Force. IThe English air-force,“ he said, Imust morally

and actually be so far overcome, that it does not any longer show any

considerable aggressive force against the German attack.il Specifically,

the Luftwaffe was to perform the role of the artillery in the attack.

Some of its other tasks were:

To hinder interference from the enemy air force. To overcome coastal

defenses which could do damage to landing positions, to break the

first resistance of enemy troops and to smash reserves which may be

coming up....to destroy important transportation routes for the

bringing up of enemy reserves, and to attack enemy naval forces, which

are coming up, while they are still far away from the crossing points.2

Since the German Navy anthir Force could not carry out these

assigned tasks the invasion was not thrown at England's beaches. These

preparatory operations were, however, an integral part of Operation

Sea Lion as Hitler conceived it. Hence, it is correct to say that

Britain defeated Germany's attempt at invasion.

A.vital factor in the British victory was the damage inflicted

upon the German surface fleet by air and naval attacks off the coast

of Norway in the spring of 1940. Although Germany's Army was totally

victorious on the continent by the end of June, Raeder had at his

disposal at this crucial time an effective naval force(surface)

consisting merely of one heavy and two light cruisers and four destroya

ers.:3 four days before Hitler's intended date of completed preparations

Germany had repaired and returned to service a few non-capital ships,

but its heavy units were still not available. Prime Minister Churchill

1 Ibid., III, 400.

2 Ibid., III, 401—402.

3 v.5. Churchill, The Second Worldear: The Gathering Storm(Boston,

1948), p. 557.

 



wrote to the Prime Ministers of Australia and New Zealand on 11 Au»

gust, 1940:

The German Navy is weaker than it has ever been. Scharnhgrst and

Gneisenau are both in dock damaged, Bismarck has not yet done her

trials, Tigpitz is three months behind Bismarck. There are avail-

able now in this critical fortnight, after which the time for invasion

is getting very late, only one pocket battleship, a couple of eight-

inch Hiopers[hfavy cruisers], two light cruisers, and perhaps a score

of destroyers.

Churchill thought any attempt to transport a German army to Britain

and maintain it there with such a meager sea force would be unreason-

able. Furthermore, the German Navy had failed to design or build any

Special invasion craft of the type necessary for such an operation2

and had confined its frantic efforts to the massing of a conglomeration

of boats and barges gathered from all over western Europe.

The chief reason for the defeat of Operation Sea Lion was the

failure of Goering's Luftwaffe to knock out the RAF as directed by

Hitler. The Fuehrer told Admiral Reader on 81 July, 1940 that he would

give the Air Force eight days of intensive attacks to destroy the

British Air Force, harbors, and naval units. If this assault did

not achieve considerable destruction, the invasion was to be postponed

until May of 1941.3 It appears that these intensive attacks began on

8 August when 2750 German aircraft went into action and nearly one

hundred were lost.4 Winston Churchill, however, cites Hitler's Direc-

tive No. 17 to show that the big push began on 5 August, three days

earlier. At any rate, a major air battle was fought on 15 August

and resulted in the loss of nearly one hundred of a thousand German

aircraft in action.while British losses were about half that number.

Churchill, Their Finest Hour(Boston, 1949), p. 437.

Ibid., p. 283.

Ibid., p. 320.

Asher Lee, The German Air Force(N.Y., 1946), p. 70.
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Churchill sets the Luftwaffe strength at this time as follows:

2669 Operational aircraft; 1015 bombers, 346 dive bombers, 933

fighters, 375 heavy fighters.1

During August and September, 1940 the Luftwaffe lost had.put out

Of action over half of its first line combat aircraft. Goering

switched his target from military areas to cities, and on 7 September

the Luftwaffe did severe damage to London while losing eighty planes.

In a huge air battle on 15 September the RAF shot down or disabled

185 German aircraft. The last large daylight attack occured on 27

September, and by'the end of October the Luftwaffe had Obviously

given up its mission Of knocking out the RAF.

Although the exact date of the planned invasion of Britain is not

known, the whole Operations was postponed on 17 September of 1940.

In view of the heavy losses sustained by both the Luftwaffe and the

concentrations Of German invasion craft on 15 September, that date is

set as the defeat Of Operation Sea.Lion.2. The German Naval Staff had

difficulty in preparing for the invasion as outlined by Hitler to be

ready by August 15. Hence, the Navy delayed the Operation a month,

until 14 September, at which time the weather was unsuitable. Ad.

miral Baeder told Hitler that after the middle Of September the weather

in the Channel becomes bad for invasion purposes with fogs starting

in mid-October.3 It seems reasonable to assume that Hitler, realizing

that air supremacy was the key to Britain, demanded that the main in-

vasion attempt be made by 15 September after which air support of land

Operations would have been unreliable. On 17 September Admiral Raeder

noted in his diary the indefinite postponement of Operation Sea Lion.4

1 Churchill, Their Finest Hour. p. 323.

2 Ibid., p. 337; see also P. De Mendelssohn, Design for Aggression p. 191.

3 Churchill, Their Finest Hour, p. 304.

4 Ibid., pp. 310-11.



The final giving up of the plan to invade Great Britain took place

in stages after its indefinite postponement on 17 September, 1940.

Despite the fact that the invasion was formally called off on 12

October,1 the war and armaments economy of Germany completed its prep—

arations for the attack as ordered on 3 December, 1940. Reference to

an invasion of England was to cease in favor of ”...a seige of England,"

and the aerial defense of the German homeland was for the first time .

given tOp priority§—-—a tribute to the RAF victory. Although Hitler

seemed undecided as to future action against against Britain on 19

January, 1941 at a meeting with his Italian allies, he nO longer thought

Of landing trOOps in England.3 Churchill traces the death Of Sea Lion

to July Of 1941 when the Fuehrer again delayed it until Spring of 1942

when he expected to have beaten the Soviet Union. German Foreign

Minister Hibbentrop is quoted by the Japanese Ambassador to Germany

as saying on 29 November, 1941 that invasion of Britain was unneces-

sary since Germn v would smash the British Empire elsewhere.

Finally, on 13 February, 1942, Raeder convinced Hitler that the whole

project should be dropped.5

General JOdl, Chief of the German Armed Forces Operational Staff,

admitted the reasons for the defeat of Operation Sea Lion in a Speech

to Nazi Party leaders in Munich on 7 November, 1943. Referring first

to Germany's "hOpeless inferiority at sea,“ Jodl said that, l"The land-

ing in England, prepared for down to the smallest detail but with impro-
 

 

 

1 Ibid., p. 337.

2 Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression, IV, 1083.

3 Ciano, Diaries, p. 338.

4 intercepted diplomatic message, Nazi ConSpiracy and_Aggression,

VII, 160-63.

5 Churchill, Their Finest Hour . p. 337.
 



vised tranSport resources only, could not be dared while the British

Air Arm had not yet been completely beaten. This we were not able to

6.0...."1 Eearly two years earlier, on 20 January, 1941, Hitler had

admitted his dilemma and the importance of the British victory in

1940 to the military leaders of Germany and Italy. Ie said, "...we

are in the position of a man with only one round left in his rifle;

if he misses the situation is much worse than before. The landing

cannot be repeated, since too much equipment would be lost in case of

a failure.n

After Germany's defeat in the Battle of Britain, Hitler's craving

sent the German war machine into motion toward the south and east.

The attack plans for the invasion of the Iberian.Peninsula and the Soviet

Union were conceived as Goering's Luftwaffe was failing. Instead of

throwing his air power against Britain in the spring of 1941, Hitler

used it briefly in the balkans and Crete and later to support his

gigantic army of invasion in the U.S.S.R. The British victory in the

summer and autumn of 1940, climaxed in tie air on 15 September, saved

Britain from invasion and possible conquest; moreover, it left friend-

ly Britain supreme on the Atlantic between Germany and the western

HemiSphere.

 

l Nazi Consoiracy and Aggression, VII, 927-28.

2 Ibid., VI, 943; see also Ciano, Diaries, p. 338, entry of 19 J9 —

nary, 1941.
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IV

THE GERMAN PLAN OF INVASION OF TIE SOVIET UNION

Germany's plan to conquer the U.S.S.R. was conceived as Britain

defeated Hitler's Operation Sea Lion. Hence, the bulk of Germany‘s

armed strength was thrust into the Russian vastness, and Britain,

America's defensive bastion, was spared. In addition, the German

scheme of seizing the Iberian.Peninsula and Jumping out onto the,

Atlantic Islands was also abandoned in favor of the drive eastward.

U.S. leaders considered these islands vital to the defense of the

western Hemisphere and were prepared to fight to keep Germany out

of them. Therefore, the German invasion of the Soviet Union made im-

possible offensive Operations elsewhere which might have involved

the United States in the war months before the attack upon.Pearl

Harbor.

Conflicting evidence makes difficult the establishment of the

date when Hitler decided to attack the Soviet Union. General War-

limont, Deputy Chief of the Operations Staff of the Supreme Command

of the Armed.Forces(OKW), said his superior, General Jodl, announced

on 29 July, 1940 Hitler's intention to invade Russia. Plans were then

began concerning troop concentrations on the German-Soviet border.

General Halder testified that Brauchitsch, Commander—in—Chief of the

Army, told him of Hitler's decision at the end of July or the begin-

ning of August, 1940.2 The Fuehrer, flushed with victory on the con-

tinent, probably anticipated an early triumph over Great Britain.

This accounts for the fact that he decided to attack the Soviet Union

 

1 Nazi Conspiracygand Aggression, Supp. B, 1635; testimony at inter-

rogation in Nuremberg on 12 October, 1945.

2 Ibid., Supp. B, 1566; testimony of 26 February, 1946.
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before the fate of Operation Sea Lion was decided. The failure of

the German Air Force not only wrecked Hitler's plan to invade Great

Britain but also caused a greater concentration on the effort to a-

chieve victory in the east.

After this initial decision planning and mobilization took place

throughout 1940 and into 1941. The first directive for the Operations

was camouflaged under the title of 'Aufbau Get“ and was issued in

August of 1940, its purpose being physical preparation and deploys

ment for the invasion. Actual attack on the Soviet Union was first

mentioned as 'Case Barbarossa’ in Hitler‘s directive of 18 December,

1940.1 Warlimont has testified that tr00p movements up to attack

positions at the border began in February of 1941. Postponement of

the date of attack from 15 May to 22 June occured because of Germany's

intervention in the Balkan war against Greece and Jugoslavia.

A.personal memorandum from Admiral Raeder to Admiral Assmann,

dated 10 January, 19443 gives insight into why Hitler turned the

German war machine eastward. Raeder thought the Fuehrer's 'general

ideological attitude“ was the underlying cause of the decision to

attack the U.S.S.R. Raeder, who always stood for knocking out Bri-

tain as the principle enemy of Germany, tells how Hitler duped his own

top Admiral into thinking that the large-scale movement of troOps to

the east was a camouflage for Operation Sea Lion.4 By 26 September,

1940, when Haeder had a personal talk with him, Hitler is said to have

made the ' unalterable decision' to strike at the Soviet Union re-

gardless of the Admiral's advice.5 Baeder confirms, however, the

conclusion that Germany's defeat in the air war for Britain in August

Ibid., III, 407—409.

{Ibid., V, 741; affadavit of 21 Nevember, 1945.

Ibid., VI, 887-92.

Ibid., VI, 888.

Ibid., VI, 889.O
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and September, 1940 caused Hitler to abandon the planned invasion

of Britain and to concentrate upon his last continental Opponent.

General Jodl testified at the Nuremberg tar Crimes Trials that

all Of Hitler's doubts about invading Russia before defeating Britain

were overcome by the first of April, 1941 when he set 22 June as the

invasion date.1 The thinking of Germany's leaders is best revealed

by the Opening line of Hitler's "Directive no. 21, Case Barbarossa"

of 18 December, 1940: 'The German Armed Forces must be prepared to

crush Soviet Russia in a guick campaign before the end of the War

against England”...2 The bulk of the Luftwaffe was to support the

German Army while the remainder defended German EurOpe from air

attack and maintained harassing raids upon.Britain. Hitler had re-

verted to an air and sea war of attrition against British supplies

and was about to carve out Lebensragg in the Heartland. Thus he would

fulfill his ambitions as expressed in Mein.Kampf and meet the demands

of German geOpolitics. What is more, Germany was forced to give up

plans for breaking out into the Atlantic, gaining control of that

Ocean, and threatening to attack the western Hemisphere.

 

1 International Military Tribunal, Trial of the Major war Criminals,

Proceedings, XV, 394.

2 Nazi Conspiracz_and Aggression, III, 407.
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V

THE GERMAN’PLAN OF ATTACK THROUGH THE IBERIAN PER HSULA

A successful attad: by Germany through the Iberian Peninsula

would have had grave consequences for the United States and the

western HemiSphere. The fall of Gibraltar would have sealed Off the

Mediterranean to the British and have exposed northwest Africa to

German attack. While Britain.was forced to use the long,hazardous

Cape route to supply the Middle East, the Axis might have achieved

victory in Africa and the seizure of Suez. Moreover, as a result of

a successful southwestward drive into the Iberian Peninsula and northp

west Africa control of the Atlantic Islands, including Madeira, the

Canaries, the‘Azores, and the Cape Verde Islands, would have become

mandatory. Since these islands were considered defensive outposts

of the western Hemisphere by'U.S. leaders, the United States most

assuredly would have Opposed any German move into them.

After Germany's sweeping continental victory in the spring of

1940 the British government feared a German.attack on Gibraltar through

Spain.1 .As a countermeasure the British held ready for nearly two

years a complete task force to seize Spain's Canary Islands in order

to carry on air and sea warfare against ULboats and to keep open the

Cape route to the east.2 By the beginning of 1941 Britain was ready

to invoke the Anglo-Portuguese alliance of 1378 and occupy the Cape

Verde Islands in case Spain allied herself with Germany.3

Prime Minister Churchill summarized the threat to the western

 

l W.S. Churchill, Their Finest Hour, p. 520. Apprehension grew after

27 June, 1940 when the German‘Army reached the Spanish border.

2 Ibid., p. 519.

3 Ibid., p. 625.
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Hemisphere which would arise from a German seizure of power in north.

west Africa as a consequence of having occupied Spain in a highly

important letter to President Roosevelt on 8 December, 1940. There

is evidence that this letter prompted the President to conceive and

prOpose the lend-lease act. Churchill described the result of pos-

sible full cooperation by the Vichy French government with Germany:

'If the French Navy were to join the Axis, the control of west Africa

would pass immediately into their hands, with the gravest consequences

to our communications between the Northern and Southern Atlantic,

and also affecting Dakar and of course thereafter South America."1

Thus, we see outlined the menace to the Whetern HemiSphere from an

alternate German move, that of extorting from Vichy the use of the

French Navy or bases on the French African coast. It is Obvious

that this move would also make necessary a German attack upon the

Atlantic Islands paralleling the coastline.

Hitler's tOp secret Directive No. 18, dated 12 November, 1940

describes the plan of attack southwestward.2 Spain was to be brought

into the war as an Axis ally. German forces were then to intervene

in the Iberian Peninsula(code name Iglig) in order to capture Gibral-

tar, to close the Iberian Peninsula to Britain, and to bar the Atlan-

tic Islands tO Britain. The latter could only be accomplished , thought

Hitler, by a German occupation of the islands, and preparations for

such a move were prerequisite to any German attack through Spain.

Both Goering3 andJOdl4 have testified that detailed plans were worked

gut in the fall of 1940 for the attack through Spain upon Gibraltar.
 

 

1 Ibid., p. 562.

2 Nazi ConSpiracy and Aggression , VI, 957-60.

3 testimony at interrogation at Nuremberg on 29 August, 1945; Ibid.,

Supp. 3, 1109.

4 International Military Tribunal, Tgial of the Major war Criminals,
 

Proceediggs, XV, 371.



Probably the most important reason why Germany did not fulfill

the aims outlined by Hitler in his Directive No. 18 is the fact that

the necessary military strength was diverted elsewhere. By March,

1941 the Axis attack eastward in northern Africa toward Suez(0peration

Sonnenblume) had bogged down, and the Italians needed armored and motor-

ized divisions. .A huge concentration of forces was being built up

in the east to be thrown against the 0.5.8.3. In addition, the High

Command had to assure victory in the Balkans. ‘At a secret war plan-

ning conference held on 3 March, 1941 with Hitler and German military

leaders present the Chief of the Army General Staff reported:

Army groups and Army High Commands are being withdrawn from the west.

There are already considerable reinforcements though still in the rear

area. From now On Attila [code name for the intended occupation of

Vichy France) can only be carried out under difficulties. Industral

traffic is hampered by tranSport movements...Felix [code name for

the attack on Gibraltar] islnow no longer possible as the heavy ar-

tillery is being entrained.

It appears, therefore, that the magnitude Of German military Operations

elsewhere, particularly against the Soviet Union, made any attack on

Gibraltar, northwest Africa, or the Atlantic Islands impossible.

.A second reason why Germany did not attack southwestward was that

Spain refused to cOOperate with Germany, an essential condition of

Hitler's Directive No. 18. This was attested to by General Jodl

in a secret speech to Nazi Party leaders in.Munich on 7 November,

1943.2 Toward the end of August, 1940 Germany began efforts to bring

Spain into the war as an ally. General Franco's demands, however,

included full partnership status within the Axis, modern arms for the

__.

1 Eggi Conspiracy and Aggression, III, 630.

2 Ibid., VII, 928.
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Spanish Army, commodities such as petroleum and cereals which war—

ravaged, hungry Spain was then buying from the Western.Powers, and

the territorial gains of Gibraltar, Morocco, and Oran district Of

Algeria. The negotiations dragged along until 19 September when Rib-

bentrqp became sure that Spanish intervention was imminent.1 A.week

later, however, Hitler apparently gave up Operation Felix, for Ciano

was told by the Fuehrer in Berlin that Germany Opposed Spanish inter-

vention '...because it would cost more than it is worth.“3 Apparently,

the Fuehrer was convinced that he must have French COOper ation to

build his New'Order in Eur0pe. He was unwilling, therefore, to antes

gonize the Vichy regime or loosen its hold on French Africa by paying

off Spain with French territory.3 .

By the end of 1940 Hitler was ready to send his army through

Spain regardless of Franco's attitude. The Fuehrer wrote Mussolini

on 31 December, 1940 deploring the Caudillo's reluctance to allow

Germany to pass through the peninsula.' Hitler complained of Franco's

 

l Ciano, Diaries, p. 294; see also Nazi Con5piracy and Aggression, IV,

478 for notes of a conference of RibbentrOp, Mussolini, and Ciano

in Home on 19 September, 1940.

2 Ciano, Diaries, p. 296.

8 Carlton.J.H. Hayes, wartime Misgion in Spain, 1942-1945(N.Y., 1945),

P. 64; Hayes concludes, after confidential talks with Spanish and

Italian diplomats, that France was determined not to go to war or

to permit passage of German troops since the Spanish people wouldvun

have stood for such a move. Hence, Franco merely temporized with

Hitler's demands for immediate alliance and Spain's entry into the

war in 1941; pp. 61-70. See also William L. Banger, Qnr Vichy

Gamble(N.Y., 1947), pp. 114 and 126-27; Langer's version, based on

captured German records is that on 12 December, 1940 Franco told

German Intelligence Chief, Admiral Canaris, that Spain would not

enter the war. Franco reiterated this stand to Hitler by corresponp

dence in February, 1941.



”naive” attitude in taking Allied “bribes" of food and oil to stay

neutral. Said Hitler:

...from our side we had completed our preparations for crossing the

Spanish frontier on January 10, and to attack Gibraltar at the begin-

ning Of February. I think success would have been relatively rapid.

The trOOps picked for the Operation have been Speciallybhosen and trained.

The moment the Straits of Gibraltar fell into our hands the danger

of the Frenih change-over in North and West Africa could be definitely

eliminated.

It is apparent from this letter and the other evidence that Spanish

opposition helped.prevent the German attack through the Iberian Pen-

insula against Gibraltar and into northwest Africa. Franco told Musso—

lini in Home in February, 1941 that it was the Spanish people as well

2 However, the extent Of Ger-as he, himself, who Opposed the Germans.

man preparations to take Gibraltar in the winter of 1941, as outlined

by Hitler in his letter to Mussolini, was shown by the appearance

of German divebombers in the Mediterranean around 10 to 15 January,

1941. Strong German air attacks sunk the heavy cruiser Southampton

and seriously damaged the carrier Illustrious and another cruiser.

This air attack had been outlined in Hitler's original directive

on 12 November, 1940.

Although thwarted by Spain and busy with war on other fronts

German leaders still aimed at seizing Gibraltar in 1941. The High

Command was confident of rapid victory over the Soviet Union, for itsct

forth the scheme of a great pincers movement about the Mediterranean:

the capture Of Asia Minor, the Middle East, and Suez while '...the

seizure of Gibraltar with the active participation Of Spain, must be

 

l aquuoted in Churchill, The Grand Alliance, p. 12.

3 W.D. Leahy, Irflas There: The Personal Story of the Chief of Stqgg

Lg Presidents Roosevelt and Truman Based on Higuflgtg§_ggd42iggig§

Made at the Time(N.Y., 1950), p. 19.

3 Robert F. Sherwood, Roosevelt and HO kins, pp. 240-41.



executed in l94l.'l Allied and American leaders had for some time

expected such a move. In a memorandum to President Roosevelt, dated

10 January, 1941, Harry HOpkins described Churchill's estimate of the

prospect: 'He [Churchill] said he believed Hitler would not strike

because the pOpulation is stirring and Hitler does not want sullen

peOple around his armies-—-he has enough of that alreadya--but the

Spring might tell a different story---and [he] left with the impres-

sion that Spain would be overrun in the Spring.'2 U.S. Intelligence

Chief, Colonel William J. Donovan, discussed with Hopkins the possi—

bility of the attack in the Spring of 1941.3 And U.S. Naval Intel-

ligence uncovered information leading to the conclusion that Germany

would occupy Spain and Portugal after victory in the Balkans. Typical

German tools of psychological warfare came into use as German radio

prOpaganda'became anti-Portuguese and accused the United States of

wanting to annex the Azores. Spanish nationalism was fanned in Madrid

with the slogan 'Sea to Sea.‘4 To meet the threat Dr. Salazar asked

Portugal's ally, Great Britain, to protect the Azores and Cape Verde

Islands. He also shifted part of the Portuguese Army to the Azores

and prepared to move there with his government if Germany should attack.

Hitler‘s regret over the failure to seize the Iberian.Peninsula

is demonstrated in an extract from Admiral.Assmann's diary entry of

5

12-14 May, 1943. In a discussion of ULboat warfare the Commander-

in—Chief of the German Navy, Admiral Doenitz, said that a new Allied

1 letter of the German Navy Staff to Commanding Generals in Groups

west, North, and South, 8 August, 1941; International Military

Tribunal, 2;;a1 of the Major war Criminals, Proceedings, VII, 343.

as quoted in Sherwood, Roosevelt and prkins. p. 239.

Ibid., p. 283.

S.E. Morison, 9p, g;t,, p. 66.

Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression, Supp. A, 1025.m
e
s
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detection device(high frequency radar) made necessary the occupation

of Spain and Portugal to secure more advance submarine bases. "To

this the Fuehrer says that this was still possible in 1940 carrying

Spain along with us, but that our forces are not sufficient for this

purpose now against Spain's will....'

Though hindered by insufficient military strength and Spanish

resistance Germany still made efforts to break out into the Atlantic

through the southwest. The Vichy collaborationist, Admiral Darlan,

Commander-in-Chief of the French Navy, reached a negotiated agreement

with Germany on 28 May, 1948.2 The agreement would have allowed

German use of French installations in Tunisia, and the port Of Dakar

was to be made available as a supply base for German submarines, sur—

face raiders, and aircraft. Because of strong pressure applied through

Admiral Leahy, U}S. Ambassador to the Vichy government, and the Opposi-

tion Of General Neygand, Darlan failed to win over the Vichy Cabinet

despite Hitler's threat that Germany would take French.Africa by force

through Spain if France turned down the arrangement.3 Apparently,

Germany was planning to seize the African bases after the Russian front

had been 'stabilized."4 After a conversation on 4 November of 1941

with.Marshall Petain Admiral Leahy was convinced that the aged Chief

of State at Vichy wanted to prevent this move but was powerless to do

so. With France prone before the conqueror and Spain's military

strength of questionable character Germany still would not march into

Ibid., Supp. A, 1025.

text in Danger, Onr Vichnyamble, Appendix II, pp. 402-412.

Hull, Memoirs, II, 962-63.

W.D. Leahy, I;flas There, p. 57.
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the peninsula. One concludes that the major factor preventing a

German drive southwestward must have been the magnitude of her tre-

mendous offensive against the Soviet Union. Because Germany could

not take Spain, Portugal or French Africa, it was impossible for her

to make a thrust out into the Atlantic Islands as Hitler had contem-

plated in the fall of 1940.
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Iceland and the Atlantic Islands dominate the vital supply lines.

 

Nap after War Department Bureau of Public Relations, The Back-

ggound of 93; War(N.Y., 1942), p. 103.



VI

THE GERMAN‘PLAN OF ATTACK UPON THE ATLAKTIC ISLAEDS

Before proceeding with a discussion of German plans of seizing

certain islands in the Atlantic Ocean one must note the reasons behind

such a move.

German military leaders considered the conquest or occupation of

the Atlantic Islands as an integral part of both Operation Felix and

the plan to occupy or conquer northwest Africa. Having closed the

Straits of Gibraltar to the British, German air and sea forces Opera!

ting from the islands would cut British supply lines and attack conp

voy assembly points near the island outposts. In addition, the newly

acquired bases at sea might be used to Operate the Luftwaffe against

the United States '...in order to pin down the latter's air defenses.‘1

Certainly, Goering had long wished to be able to bomb the United States,

his secret speech to German aircraft manufacturers in 19382 being

the earliest occasion of such an expressed desire. The Luftwaffe

would undoubtedly have played a major role in any Operations based on

the islands in view of Britain's supremacy on the seas. It must also

be recalled that these islands lie close to South America and may have

served as a springboard for a German invasion of the flew WOrld.

But it is by no means certain whether German aircraft Operating

from these eastern Atlantic Islands could have held down U.S. air

defenses. The reason for this incapacity lies in the nature of the

German.Lir Force, itself, which was built primarily to support the

German.Army in a concentrated, 'blitz,‘ type series of campaigns in

1 as quoted from an unidentified German source in 8.3. Morison, Th9

Battle of the Atlantic, p. 34.

2 see pp. 80-31 in Chapter II of this paper.
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a two-year war. It is true that in 1940 and 1941 German.aircraft

sunk many ships and did valuable reconnaissance for ULboats in the

Atlantic. But Germany did not have the aircraft types needed for a

long-range protracted aerial war.1 Furthermore, by 1941 its long-

range bombers were fighting in the Black Sea, the Mediterranean, and

the southern Arctic Ocean as well as in the Atlantic. To have Opera

ated from the Atlantic Island bases over vast distances and to have

tied down even the aerial defenses of the most advances U.S. bases

would seem to have been a physical impossibility for the Luftwaffe.

The only exception to this statement appears to be the Sporadic

long-range reconnaissance flights to Greenland undertaken by the Luft-

waffe from bases in Yorway. This three thousand mile trip stretched to

the limit the range of German bombers, and it did not greatly occupy

American aerial defenses. Had Germany occupied Iceland, as indeed her

leaders contemplated in 1940 and 1941,2 aerial attacks upon the cone

tinent of North America would have been possible. This eventuality

was however, prevented by British and American occupation of Iceland.

The first reference in German sources to the possibility of a

German attack upon the Atlantic Islands is found in a letter from

Major von Falkenstein to General von waldau,.Air Forces Operations

Staff, dated 29 October, 1940. In it Falkenstein tells his replace-

ment about current and pending war plans. Spain is pictured as being

nonFCOOperative and not willing to allow German trOOps passage in order

to attack Gibraltar. Nevertheless, Operation Felix had not yet been

ldrgpped, and German intelligence agents were soon to leave for Spying

l Asher Lee, The German Air Force, p. 206.

2 see General Jodl's secret Speech to Eazi Party leaders in.Munich on

7 NOvember, 1943 in Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression, VII, 172.
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in Spain. Indeed, all future Operational plans, including those

against the U.S.S.R., Greece, Crete, and the British in Forth Africa,

seemed to be standing still while Zitler pondered a new campaign:

The Fuehrer is at present occupied with the question of the OO—

cupation of the Atlantic Islands with a view to the prosecution cf the

war against America a a later date. Deliberations an this subject

are being embarked upon here [the Luftwaffe Operational planning

section]. Essential conditions are at the present:---

a. No other operational committment,

b. Portuguese neutrality,

c. Support of France and Spain.

A.brief assessment of the possibility of seizing and holding air 1

bases and the question of supply is needed from GAE German Air Force.

Falkenstein then mentions plans for compilation of the information

necessary to make the estimates asked by Hitler.

In Hitler's Directive No. 18,2 dated 12 November, 1940 we find that

the Fuehrer's thinking has now ripened to the point where he actually

was ready to send an occupying force far out to sea:

As a result of Operation 'Gibraltar‘, the Atlantic Islands(in.particu—

lar the Canaries and Cape Verde Islands) will gain increased importance

for the British conduct of the war at sea, as well as for our own.

The commanders in chief of the Navy and Air Force are examining how

the Spanish defense of the Canaries can be supported and how the Cape

Verde Islands can be occupied.

I also request that the question of the occupation of Eadeira an

the Azores be examined and also the advantages and disadvantages that

would arise from this for the conduct of the war at sea and in the air.

The results of this examination are to be given to me as soon as pos-

sible.3

General Jodl has testified that the occupation of the Atlantic Islands

4 .

was '...a thing the Fuehrer always wanted to do...." But Jodl claimed

that the Operation was considered only "in theory” since the Eavy, the

1 Ibid., III, 288-90.

2 Ibid., III, 403-1107.

3 Ibid., III, 405; unfortunately, the conclusions of Hitler's military

planners regarding the feasibility of such an uperation are not

available in detail.

4 International Military Tribunal, Trial of the major war Criminals,

Proceedingg, XV, 397.
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Armed Forces Operational Staff(JOdl's command), and the High Command

of the Armed Forces(Keitel's command) all definitely rejected the idea.

It appears, however, that Hitler did not give up the intention.

In Spite of advice by Admiral Raeder that Britain still held sea su-

premacy, the Fuehrer continued to demand action by the Navy and there-

by caused friction and agitation between himself and Raeder. He is

said to have become very strained and nervous at the failures of the

German Navy. According to Raeder, Hitler demanded '...impossible or

too far-reaching political—military plans, as eSpecially before the

war with Russia and in connection with the demand for occupation of

islands and bases in the Atlantic(Azores, Cape Verde, and the Canary

Island).'1

Both Hitler's determination to take the islands and the military

impossibility of doing so in view of other Operational committments

are shown by events during the spring of 1941. The timetable of pre-

parations for the invasion of the Soviet Union, prepared by the High

Command of the Armed Forces, made the following claim regarding the

islands: llAttila [i.e., the planned occupation of all France and

French Africag or...Isabella [seizure of Spain and the.Azores1 can be

executed at ten days' warning (this holds good also for the air force).'2

Thus, twenty-one days before Germany hurled one hundred twenty-five

divisions against the Soviet Union we find the OKW making a claim of

strength which appears aimed only at mollifying Hitler's desire to take

the Atlantic Islands. For Germany had only forty-two divisions and

little armor in the west at the time of the invasion of the U.S.S.E.

 

l Nazi ConSpiracy and Aggression, VIII, 716; from Raeder's 'My Rela-

tionship to Adolf Hitler and to the Party,' written in Moscow in

fall, 1945; text on pp. 707-35.

2 Ibid., VI, 859.



And the Chief of the Army General Staff had said three months earlier

on 3 March, 1941 at a secret war planning session which Hitler attended

that the planned attack upon Gibraltar, a vital preliminary move in

Hitler's scheme of Jumping out to the Atlantic Islands, was impossible

because the artillery had been shifted to the eastern front.1 The

occupation of Vichy France and French North and west Africa, “Attila,“

was at the same time called difficult. It seems legitimate to assume,

therefore, that three more months of break-neck mobilization directed

to the east could not have made any of the auxiliary, southwestward

Operations less difficult.

 

1 Ibid., III, 530.
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VII

SUSPICIONS OF.A GERMAN PLAN OF ATTACK ON THE SEW WORLD

AND COUNTERMEASURES TO MEET IT

It is not only from German sources that one can determine the

policy of Germany toward the western HemiSphere. The governments of

the United States and other American nations had at their diaposal

sources of secret information upon which they based their evaluation

of German policy. Since their decisions indicate considerable sus-

picion of Germany's motives and the undertaking of defense measures

against possible German attack, one assumes that these governments

were sure such an attack was being contemplated. These governments

were reaponsible to their peoples for the maintainance of the terri-

torial, economic, and ideological integrity of their reSpective states.

Should war come to the traditionally neutral Americas, each govern-

ment should have discharged its reSponsibility of anticipating the

attack and fending it off.

.As early as 1937 the United States government began to realize

the danger to the democratic way of life in this hemiSphere caused by

the rise of powerful totalitarian states in.Burope. The conviction

within the administration grew that Germany, intent on world conquest,

would attack the western HemiSphere. President Roosevelt's first public

statement of this fear was his famous "quarantine“ speech in Chicago

on 6 October, 1937. Referring to the reign of terror in Spain and the

horrors resulting from German and Italian intervention in the Spanish

Civil war, he said:

If those things come to pass in other parts of the world, let no

one imagine that America will escape, that it may expect mercy, that

this western Hemisphere will not be attacked and that it will con-

tinue tranquilly and peacefully to carry on the ethics and arts of



civilization....

It seems to be unfortunately true that the epidemic of world law—

lessnes is spreading.

When an epidemic of physical disease starts to spread, the com—

munity approves and Joins in a quarantine of the patients in order to

protect the health of the community against the spread of the disease.

By the next summer Roosevelt was ready to assure Canada that the

United States would not tolerate any change in her status in the Bri-

tish Commonwealth of Nations. In a speech on 18 August, 1938 the Pres-

ident said: '"The Dominion of Canada is part of the sisterhood of the

British Empire. I give to you assurance that the pe0ple of the United

States will stand by idly if domination of Canadian soil is threatened

2

by any other empire.I Roosevelt struck out at the smug isolationism

so common at the time:

We in the Americas are no longer a far-away continent, to which the

eddies of controversies beyond the seas could bring no interest or

no harm. Instead, we in the Americas have become a consideration to

every prOpaganda office and to every general staff beyond the seas.

The vast amount of our resources, the vigor of our commerce and the

strength of our men have made us vital factors in world peace whether

we choose it or not.”

Shortly after he delivered this address Roosevelt was in his rail-

road car at Rochester, Minnesota listening to Hitler's speech from

Nuremberg on 12 July, 1938. Greatly aroused by the Fuehrer's sword-

rattling outburst, the President ordered his aide, Harry Hopkins, to

go to the west coast immediately and survey the aircraft industry with

a view to its expansion for war production. Hopkins made a careful

and quiet evaluation and reported to Roosevelt who told him4 that he

...was sure then that we were going to get into the war and he be-

Peace and War, pp. 384 and 386.

Hull, Memoirs, I 588; quotation from Roosevelt's speech.

Ibid., I, 589.

Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, pp. 99-100.#
0
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lieved that air power would win it.ll The time of this decision can

be estimated at fall or winter of 1938.

Secretary of State Hull, at this same time, was aware of real and

imminent danger to the western HemiSphere. It will be recalled that evi-

dence of German penetration into Latin America began to accumulate in

the late '30's. Hull feared German efforts to seize control of South

America, not merely by military invasion, but also through prOpaganda,

the organization of fifth column political parties, and by sepionage.

Hitler had employed the same techniques in.Austria and the Sudetenland

prior to their annexation, and Hull was informed that similar methods

were being used in South America.1

Shortly after the German Army rolled into Poland and touched off

the second World war, President Roosevelt called a special session of

Congress to make changes in the Neutrality Act. The administration

sought repeal of the arms embargo and the right to prohibit U.S. ships

from entering the zones of conflict. Passage of the former would great-

ly aid the enemies of Germany. In the public debate over the issue

Henry L. Stimson, later a bulwark of the wartime government, gave the

reason for such an abandonment of strict neutrality. In a radio address

on 5 October, 1939 he said that if Germany defeated Britain and France,

the war would '...become our own battle." Repeal of the arms embargo

'...would help prevent a subsequent attack upon us and our hemiSphere

in case the dictators should win this war.'2 Apparently, Congress

saw the impending danger to the New World, for on 3 November, 1939 it

3

made the suggested chapges in the neutrglity statute.

1 Hull, Memoirs, I, 602.

2 New York Times, 6 October, 1939, p. 15; text of speech.

3 Jones and Myers, Qpcuments on American.Foreign Relations, II, 656-69.
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Vhen Germany overran the low countries, Denmark, Norway,

and France, &,new sense of urgency gripped Hull and Roosevelt. The

President became convinced that if Germany could defeat Great Britain,

Hitler would immediately assemble a huge fleet and attack the Western

Hemisphere, probably in South America.1 Hull spoke out vigo rously

on 13 May against isolationism in the face of the great danger:

I am profoundly convinced that [the Axig menaces the civilized

existence of mankind---of every nation and of every individual...

Our own nation...is not secure against that menace. we cannot

shut it out by attempting to isolate and insulate ourselves.

we cannot be certain of safety and security when a large part

of the wogld...is dominated by forces of international lawa

lessness.

Three days later President Roosevelt told Congress that the Speed,

surprise, and striking power of mechanized warfare endangered the New

world. Prophetically, Roosevelt listed several points from which

air attack could be undertaken: Greenland, the Azores, Bermuda, the

Lesser Antilles, and the Cape Verde Islands."3 In view of the sub-

sequent acquisition of control over these areas it is clear that the

United States actually acted out of the fears expressed by the Pres-

ident. Keeping in mind Germany's desire to capture such Atlantic

bases and, later, the cataclysmic attack upon Pearl Harbor, one con,

eludes that the apprehensions of Hull and Roosevelt seem to have been

manifestly Justified.

Secretary Hull became aware at this time that German subversive

' groups were reaching for power in South America Just as the German

Army rolled westward in lurepe. British and U.S. intelligence re-

ports showed that the small, weak, but strategically located state

1 Sherwood, Rppsevelt and Honkins, pp. 125-26.

2 speech to the American Society of International Law on 13 May, 1940;

Hull, Memoirs, I, 764-65.

3 text in.Peace and war, p. 528.
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of Uruguay was the center of the German effort to seize power. In

June of 1940 the Uruguayan police broke up the plot and "...discovered

a document in the home of a local Nazi leader indicating that Nonte—

video was to be the headquarters of a movement to fuse all South America

into a world-wide Germany."

The hearings on the Senate confirmation of Henry L. Stimson as

Secretary of war in July, 1940 were another instance when the govern-

ment's fear of a German attack was clarified. Stimson Spoke as an

official whose duty was to protect the territory and rights of the

United States. He said that Germany's attack upon Britain endangered

Canada, Newfoundland, and the heart of American industry. Because

of air warfare Stimson would abandon the purely I'defensive defense'

and extend U.S. protective forces '...far out into the Atlantic Ocean

to Puerto Rico, Bermuda, Newfoundland and Northeastern Canada.‘

Seizure of any of these areas by Germany would JeOpardize the Eastern

seaborad of the United States. "As a result of these convictions

on my part," said Stimson, "I feel that we are faced with an unpre-

cedented peril.'2

Again, on 26 October, 1940, Sceretary Hull Spoke of the grave menaze

to peaceful nations from states bent on l'wideSpread domination or con-

questI with no geographic ot time limits on their programs of war.

It must be recalled that triumphant Germany was master of Europe and

knocking at the gates of England. Hull noted that Germany sought

to gain control of the seas, and he told Americans that the ocean

barriers might soon be turned into highways of invasion., The Axis

1 Hull, Memoirs, I, 920.

2 text of prepared statement to Senate Committee on Military Affairs,

2 July, 1940; N.Y. Times, 3 July, 1940, p. 12.
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scheme of world conquest, according to Hull, was as follows:

Should the would-be conquerors gain control of other continents, they

would next concentrate on perfecting their control of the seas, of the

air over the seas, and of the world's economy; they might then be able

with ships and with planes to strike at the communication lines, and

the life of this hemisphere; and ultimately we might find ourselves

compelled to fight on our own soil, under Eur own skies, in defense

of our independence and our very lives....

Twice at the arrival of the new year Roosevelt Spoke of the great

danger to the Americas from a German victory in.BurOpe. Axis control,

of all continents and seas would then result with "...all of us in the

Americas...living at the point of a gun--—a gun loaded with explosive

bullets, economic as well as military."2 The President warned that

an honorable peace with Germany was impossible since Nazism demanded

total surrender. .A week later he told the Congress that the United

States faced an era of ”unprecedented danger“ in which emergency Sltflr

ations would have to be met.3

By Spring of 1941 U.S. leaders were aware that Germany might strike

southwestward through the Iberian Peninsula or into French Africa.

Germany's plan of attack in that direction at the time has already been

noted.4 Persistent reports came to the State Department concerning

German ambitions in that direction.5 The President had been deeply con-

cerned since before the outbreak of war in.BurOpe with the possible

seizure by Germany of bases in northwest Africa.6 On 24.April, 1941

Bull reiterated his charge that Germany had designs on the New World;

Peace and war, p. 588.

radio address of 29 December, 1940; Ibid., p. 601.

message to Congress of 6 January, 1941; Ibid., pp. 608-611.

see Chapter ‘7 of this paper.

Hull, Memoirs, pp. 939-40.

John G. Winant, Letter From Grosvenor Square: An Account of a Stew—

ardshin(Boston,1947;:ipp. 248-49; see also W'. Churchill, Their

Eipest Hour, p. 22 and Hull, Nemoirs, I, 804.
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he had evidence, he said, which had piled up over several years point—

ing to that conclusion. German plans of world domination inevitably

included the wealth and freedom of the western HemiSphere as a prime

target.1 And Secretary of the havy Knox re—echoed the fears of the

chief executive in a Speech on the same day in New York City. Should

Germany secure from conquered France the use of Dakar, he said, '...

her surface Ships, submarines andlong-range bombers...could substan-

tially cut us off from all commerce with South America and make the

Monroe Doctrine a scrap of paper.'

Two weeks later, Secretary of war Stimson Spoke by radio to the

American people and told them in clear, simple terms the nation's

defensive policy and the reasons for its necessity. Germany, he said,

was avowedly out to conquer the world. She was steadily encircling

the western HemiSphere and was building strategic airlines in South

America which could easily be used to bomb the Panama Canal. Her

armed forces might at any time seize Nest Africa and jump off to Bra-

zil. Only the control of the seas, said Stimson, could secure the

New World from attack. The friendly but weak buffer states of Canada

and Latin America might not be able to prevent the establishment of

German airbases from which U;S. industry might be devastated. Americans

might have to die to preserve their freedom."5 The President had ap-

proved Stimson's speech in advance as indicative of the administrap

4

tion's viewpoint.

 

1 address of 24 April, 1941 to the American Society of International

Law; Peace and war, p. 650.

text of address of 24 April, 1941; N.Y. Times, 25 April, 1941, p. 10.

text of radio address of 6 May, 1941; N.Y. Times, 7 May, 1941, p.

14; two days later the Times published the results of a survey of

nineteen large U.S. dailies; all had supported Stimson's viewpoint.

4 Henry L. Stimson and.M. Bundy, Qn.Active Service in Peace and wag

(N.Y., 1947), p. 2570.
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The firmness of the administration's stand against Germany's

military Operations is shown by Roosevelt's message to Congress on 20

June 1941 in which he described the action of the government result-

ing from the unwarranted sinking on 21 Hay of the Robin Moor. He
 

charged Hitler's government with trying to frighten nations into sur-

rendering to German attempts at universal conquest. He warned, “The

Government of the German Reich may however be assured that the United

States will neither be intimidated nor will it acquiesce in the plans

for world-domination which the present leaders of Germany may have.‘1

A week after the sinking occured Roosevelt took another step toward

meeting Germany's challenge. He told the American peeple on 27 May,

1941 that Hitler had aways intended to conquer Europe in order to

dominate the world. Germany planned to enslave South America just

as She had the Be kans. By economic warfare and threats Germany,

said Roosevelt, would "strangle” Canada and the United States after

she had taken Latin America. Her advance must be “forcibly checked”

or else the New World would be wihhin range of her weapons. Declaring

an unlimited national emergency, Roosevelt reasserted the solidarity

of the American democracies. He had ordered the strategic deployment

of the armed forces in order to actively resist any German attempt

to attack or gain bases from which to attack the Western HemiSphere.2

The government's stand was then made clear to Japanese envoy

Konoye who asked whether it was '...really the intention of the Pres-

ident or the American Government to intervene in the European War.‘

Hull replied on 16 July, 1941 that '...our policy toward Nazi Germany's

movement of world conquest was solely that of self-defense....' and

 

l Peace_apd war,;p. 676.

2 Ibid., pp. 662-72.
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that Germany would not be allowed to gain advantages which threatened

American security.1 The measures undertaken to meet the German threat

were outlined in Roosevelt's radio address of 11 September, 1941 when

he said the U.S. would shoot-on—sight the Irattlesnakes of the AtlantiC.'

This was necessary to defeat the German plan of control of the seas

and '...domination of the United States and western HemiSphere by force

2

On 9 October, 1941 the President told Congress that Germany planned

actual warfare within the United States: "I say solemnly that if

Hitler's present military plans are brought to a successful fulfill-

ment, we Americans shall be forced to fight in a defense of our own

homes and our freedom in a war as costly and as devastating as that

which now rages on the Russian front....” Roosevelt said that the

United States defense policy was based on maintaining the security,

integrity, and honor of the country against "...domination.by any

foreign power which has become crazed with a desire to control the

world.'3

As tension between the United States and Germany grew stronger,

two Cabinet members warned the American people of the great danger.

In a speech at Providence, Rhode Island on 11 November, 1941 Secretary

of the Navy Knox said Germany had from the beginning of the war

pursued '...a well defined plan and purpose to establish, by force of

arms, a world-wide dominion....' He warned, "...we are met here in

the presence of grave dangers. “It is impossible to overemphasize or

exaggerate them. we are...confronted with the necessity of extreme

‘G
measures of self-defense in the Atlantic....'

Hull, Memoirs, II, 1012.

Peace and war, p. 739.

Ibid, pp. 765.

Ibid., pp. 777 and 779.
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secretary of State welles drew a picture in vivid terms of the peril

confronting America:

Beyond the Atlantic a sinister and pitiless conqueror has reduced

more than half of EurOpe to abject serfdom. It is his boast that

his system shall prevail even unto the ends of the earth....

Can we afford again to refrain from lifting a finger until gigan-

tic forces of destruction threaten all of modern civilization, and

the raucous voice of a criminal paranoic, speaking as the Spokesman

for these forces from the cellar of a Munich beer hall, proclaims

as his set purpose the destruction of our own security, and the

annhilation of religious liberty, of political liberty, and of econ-

omic liberty throughout the world I

A,more forceful statement by a responsible U.S. official of the fear

of a German attack against the Western HemiSphere does not exist.

Less than a month before Germany's declaration of war upon the

United States Secretary of State Hull summed up the whole deve10p-

ment of the suspicion that Germany would attack the western Hemisphere.

He said: “When Hitler started on a march of invasion across the earth

with ten million soldiers and thirty thousand airplanes, and with un-

limited invasion obJectives, the United States from then on was in

danger, and that danger has grown each week until this minute. This

country has recognized the danger and has preceded thus far to defend

itself before it is too late.'2

we have seen that Germany's sweeping victories in the Spring of

1940 caused great anxiety within the administration. Steadily, a

conviction grew that the western RemiSphere's freedom from German

attack depended upon the continued resistance by Britain and the conp

trol of the Atlantic by the British Navy. Germany‘s attack on the

Americas, it was felt, would.probably start in South America where

U.S. naval power would be hard pressed to hold its own against the

combined naval might of German Europe. Hence. the decigign was made

1 address in washington on 11 November, 1941; Ibid., pp. 785 and 787.

2 conference at the White House of Hull, Roosevelt, Nomura, and Kuru—

an on 17 November, 1941; Hull, Memoirs, II, 1064.
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to aid.Britain as a foe of Germany in order further to safeguard the

New world.

Late in May of 1940 Secretary of State Hull and State Department

experts concluded that German victories in.BurOpe had put the.Allies

in a deeparate position. It was vital that the British and French

fleets not fall to Germany. With them Germany might dominate the

Atlantic and the United States' one-ocean fleet would be easily sur-

passed. If the Pacific fleet were moved to the Atlantic to hold off

Germany, Japan '...would inevitably swallow the whole of Southeast

fleia.‘1 On 18 June, 1940 Henry L. Stimson announced this decision to

the American peOple with President Roosevelt's approval. He was con_

vinced that Britain and France were fighting for the United States

1nd that a German victory would be '...an appalling prospect.' Only

the British fleet, said Stimson, stood between Hitler and the western

Hemisphere. Therefore, the United States should do its utmost to

maintain British rule of the seas.2

The first major step implementing the policy of aiding Britain as

an enemy of Germany was the destroyers-for-bases trade, an executive

agreement signed on 2 September, 1940. Britain was straining all its

resources to beat off Germany's Operation Sea Lion and the Ueboat

attacks against her sea lifelines. She needed destroyers deSparately

for convoy and coastal defense duty. The United States agreed to the

transaction to meet Britain's needs and to '...enhance the national

security of the United States and greatly strengthen its ability to

cooperate effectively with the other nations of the Americas in the

1 Ibid., I, 771.

8 Stimson and.Bundy, On Active Service in Peace and War. p, 318 ff,
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defense of the Americas of the Western I~IemiSphere."1 Fifty overage

and reconditioned U.S. destroyers were excha ged for the eight Atlantic

and Caribbean bases described in Chapter I of this paper. In addition,

ten 250—foot Coast Guard cutters, well suited for convoy duty, were

included by the United States.

Three months after this unprecedented act of national defense was

consummated President Roosevelt took pains to make clear to the Amer-

ican peOple the reason for the policy of aid to Britain. At a press

conference on 16 December, 1940 the President claimed hopefully that

'...a very overwhelming number of Americans [thing that the best

immediate defense of the United States is the success of Britain in

defending itself.‘2 Two weeks later, as we have noted, Roosevelt

warned that German lawlessness placed the country in an unparalleled

danger. America's ability to keep out of war, he said, would depend

on the survival of Great Britain as the Spearhead of democratic 0p-

position to the Axis movement of world conquest. Realistic military

policy demanded that U.S. security be protected by supplying arms to

Germany‘s enemies. He called for iron determination and unstinted

effort to produce arms so that the country would become l'the arsenal

of democracy' and stave off Axis victory and resulting Slavery.3

While this kind of plain talk was aimed at the American peOple

in 1940, more tangible evidence of the U;S. policy was forthcoming

in the form of arms aid to the Allies. Eightybfive percent of U.S.

arms exports in 1940, amounting to some $280,000,000, were sold to

1 Hull to British Ambassador Lothian, 2 September, 1940; Peace and

LE, P0 5670

2 as quoted in Sherwood, Roosevelt_and Hopkins, p. 225.

3 radio address of 29 December, 1940: Peace and War. pp. 599-608.

see also Hull, Memoirs, II, 919.
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1

Canada, Britain and France. Export controls on the latest U.S. war-

planes were lifted and all such planes were allowed to be flown out

of the United States for delivery. Hard-pressed Britons gained arms

lost at Dunkirk when the Attorney General ruled that technically

obsolete war materiel could be sold to private buyers in the United

States for resale to Britain. A.priority was awarded for the pro-

duction of twelve thousand warplanes for Britain, and a huge program

of cargo ship construction for Britain was begun.

The passage of the lend—lease act on 11 March, 1941 indicated that

Congress now realized the need for protecting the hemisphere by aiding

the foes of Germany. Shortly thereafter, $7,000,000,000 was apprOpri-

ated to meet the and sought by the law, '...to Promote the Defense of

the United States.'2 Our attention, however, is directed to the com-

pelling reasons for the need of such legislation as revealed in the

testimony of administration leaders at the Congressional hearings on

the bill. Hull said that a German victory over Great Britain would

make it easy for her to invade South America. It was imperative

'...in our own vital interest, to give Great Britain and other victims

of attack the maximum of material aid in the shortest possible space

of time.‘3 Secretary of the Navy Knox explained that the Axis naval

power would outrank by three times the strength of the United States

1 according to the table of monthly reports of the National Munitions

Control Board printed W.H. Shepardson and W.O. Scroggs, The United

States in World Affairs, 1940(N.Y., 1941), p. 337.

2 Jones and Myers, Documents on American Foreign Relatigpg, III, 720.

3 statement before the House Committee on.Foreign Affairs, 15 Jan-

uary, 1951; Peace and war, p. 616.
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Navy should.Britain fall. He thought Germany would immediately

seek bases in the New world, perhaps in South America, from which to

attack the United States. To Oppose this great German threat, said

Knox, '...we should now prevent Germany from overturning the British

sea power which holds the Nazis in Humps."1 Former Ambassador to

France, William C. Bullitt, presented the arithmetic of inadequate

U.S. sea power to Congress. 'If the British Navy should be eliminated,

we would still have a one-ocean Navy but we should have two oceans to

defend.‘ The defeat of the British would herald an attack on the Pan,

ama Canal thus immobilizing the fleet and.making it impossible to meet

aggression on either seaboard. Fifth columns would seize power in

South America, said Bullitt; it would be impossible to prevent the bomb-

ing of the Panama Canal from German bases in Latin America or from air-

craft carriers at sea.

After the huge program of lend—lease got under way, Secretary of

State Hull vigorously defended the administration's policy of halting

Germany before she controlled.Eur0pe, Africa, and the high seas. Aid

for Britain was vital since only British resistance and sea power kept

aggressive Germany from the western HemiSphere. Hull struck out at

those who depended on the Atlantic Ocean to halt Germany:

The reason why the English Channel has not been successfully crossed

is that the British have maintained control of that Channel. Forty

million determined Britons in a heroic resistance have converted their

island into a huge armed base out of which proceeds a steady stream

of sea and air power. It is not water that bars the way. It is the

resolute determination of British sea power and British arms. Were

the control of the seas by the resisting nations lost, the Atlantic

would no longer be an obstacle--rather, it would become a broad highp

way for a conquegor moving westward. Our protection would be enor-

gouslyflessened.

1 text of statement of 17 January, 1941 in N.Y. Times, 18 January,

1941, p. 4 - see also text of statement of 31 January, 1941, Ibid.,
9

1 February, 1941, p. 6. .

2 text of statement of 25 January, 1941, Ibid., 26 January, 1941, p. 5.

3 address of 24 April, 1941; Peace and War, pp. 650-51.
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As Germany conquered the Balkans and drove into the Soviet Union

Secretary Stimson feared that Hitler had finally approached victory

over all free nations save those of the New World. He urged President

Roosevelt in a confidential memorandum on 3 July, 1941 that the United

States Should '...add...every effort, physical and Spiritual as well

as material, to the efforts of thosafree nations who are still fighting

for freedom in this world.....'1 Roosevelt, however, did not endorse

this viewpoint since, in effect, it called for a declaration of war

by the United States in order to aid Britain and the other enemies

of Hitler.

The formulation of the Atlantic Charter by Prime Minister Churchill

and.President Roosevelt during the early days of August, 1941 demon-

strates that the United States was assuming a semi-belligerent status

alongside Great Britain against Germany. The “common.principles"

agreed on were, in fact, a peace program anomalously agreed to by a

technically neutral United States. This was an important step for-

ward by the administration in bolstering Britain in order to defend the

western HemiSphere.

The signing of the Atlantic Charter, however, was only a public

manifestation of the Anglo-American concord. Combined defense measures

with Great Britain dated back to the summer of 1940 when U.S. military

"observers" were sent for exploratory conversations. The fundamental

decision was reached that, Should the United States become involved

in the war against the Axis, Germany should be defeated first.’ Arrange.

1 Stimson and.Bundy, On Active Service in.Peace and_flaz, pp. 372-73.
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ments were made for the exchange of military and technical information.

Meanwhile, the War Plans Division of the U.S. Navy was planning meas—

ures to be taken in event America went to war. On 29 January, 1941

the first secret Anglo-American military staff conversations began.

Their culmination was the 'ABC-l Staff Agreement“ of 27 March, 1941.

While this was not a secret military alliance, it was an understanding

of both British and American military reSponsibilities in event of

'U.S. involvement in the war. There were, however, stipulations that

collaboration and planning should continue despite the neutral status

of the United States; that the maintainance of the security of the

United.Kingdom and of the Western HemiSphere and the control of the

Atlantic were the prime strategic objectives; and that intelligence

data should be exchanged. Again, it should be emphasized that most

of this staff agreement would not become operative unless the United

States became involved in the war. The immediately Operating aSpects

of the agreement were meant to aid Britain against Germany in order

1

further to safeguard the United States and the western HemiSphere.

In accordance with the ABC-l Staff Agreement the United States

Navy war Plans Division set 1 April, 1941 as the date of readiness to

take over convoy duty in the Atlantic. Germany's U;boats were sinking

supply ships at such a great rate that it was feared Britain's ability

to resist Germany might be irreparably harmed. Convoy duty might ins

volve firing upon attacking ULboats, but this consequence-the admin-

istration was apparently willing to risk. Vessels for the newvAtlantic

l S.E. Morison, The Battle of the Atlantic, I, 40—49. Morsion's

account is based on documents found in Joint Congressional Com-

mittee on Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack, Pearl Harbor

Attack, part 15.
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1

Patrol were taken from the Neutrality Patrol and forty-eight aircraft

were assigned to the task. It was first necessary, though, to estab—

lish a base far out in the Atlantic.

The U.S. occupation force arrived in Iceland on 7 July, 1941. A

naval base was built near Reykjavik and Task Force 1 was organized to

protect Iceland and '...to escort convoys of United States and Iceland

flag shipping, including shipping of any nationality which may Join

such United States or Iceland flag convoys, between United States ports

and bases, and Iceland...and to provide protection for convoys in the

North.Atlantic Ocean as may be required by the strategic situation.“2

The catchall wording of the Operation Plan made it possible for Allied

ships to I'Join' the convoys maintained by the neutral United States

for belligerent Britain.

Later, the U.S. Navy began convoying belligerent vessels to and

from the meridians of Iceland at mid-ocean meeting points where Bri-

tish escorts picked up or left of ships for voyage to or from North

America. Admiral King's Operatioanlan No. 7 of 1 September, 1941

authorized this new arrangement which greatly aid the thin and hard-

pressed escort resources of Britain and Canada.8 The first such es-

cort made up of American warships was based on the new naval instal-

lation at Argentia, Newfoundland and met its convoy at sea on 16 Septem-

ber, 1941. It guided them without incident to the mid-ocean meeting

point with the Royal Navy south of Iceland. From there the U38.

vessels peeled off with the Iceland bound cargo ships to Reyk avik.

Throughout the fall of 1941 these operations continued as a

1 the Neutrality Patrol will be discussed under U.S. and Pan—American

defense measures later in this chapter.

2 Cinclant Operation Plan 6, 19 July, 1941 as quoted in 5.3. Morison,

Egg Battle of the Atlantic, I, 78.

3 Ibid., I, 84—85.
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Th9 Battle of the Atlantic, I, 78.

8 Ibid., I, 84-85.
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means of protecting valuable shipping bound to and from Britai . The

length to which the United States would go to aid Germany's enemies

is demonstrated by the convoying in American tranSports of over 20,000

British soldiers from Canada to Capetown, South Africa. The U.S.

vessels, including the three largest ships in the United States Mer-

chant Marine and eighteen warships, left Halifax, Nova Scotia on 10

November, 1941 and did not return until after Germany had declared

war upon the United States.

.As a result of this unneutral aid in the form of convoys of Bri-

tish supplies and the patrol activity of U.S. vessels in Nerth Atlantic

waters, there soon began actual combat with German naval vessels.

The first of the incidents occured on 4 September, 1941 when the des-

troyer Greer engaged a German ULboat off Iceland. The result was

 

Roosevelt's ”shoot-on—sight' speech in which the President denounced

the 'rattlesnakes of the Atlantic" who, he said, had violated U.S.

defensive waters. Roosevelt's orders to the Navy and subsequent

Congressional action on 17 November,2 authorizing the arming of U.S.

merchantmen to resist ULboat attacks, are evidence that the German 0p-

position to the policy of aiding Britain drove the United States to

further measures of safeguarding the Western HemiSphere and its waters.

Moreover, the aid to Germany's enemies and the vigorous defensive

measures undertaken are real evidence of the validity of Hitler's com-

plaint to Rdbbentrop that America had '...been a forceful factor in

3

this war....'

1 Ibid., I, 74.81.

2 Jones and Myers, Qppuments on American Forei n Relations, IV, 112.

3 Nazi ConSpiracy and Aggression, Supp. B, 1199.
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In addition to the aid given by the United States to Britain as

Germany's enemy many diplomatic and military countermeasures were

planned and executed in order to defend the Western Hemisphere. In

a sense, the administration's pointed efforts at arousing public aware-

ness of the danger of German attack may be considered as defensive

mobilisation. However, we are concerned here with the actual conduct

of foreign relations and military policy in a manner obviously meant

to prevent or defeat any attempt by Germany to attack or dominate

the western Hemisphere. The most comprehensible organization of this

material appears to be roughly chronological since it thus follows

the parallel and increasing intensity of the German menace.

The first guarantee of defensive military action given by the

U.S. government to withstand attack by Germany was contained in Pres-

ident Roosevelt's address at Kingston, Ontario on 18 August, 1938.

The President told Canadians, as has been noted, that the United States

would not allow Canada to be snatched from under Britain's wing by an-

other empire.1 It was in the summer of 1940 when victorious Germany

dominated EurOpe that this guarantee began to be translated into

actual military preparations. On 18 August, 1940 President Roosevelt

and Prime Minister Mackenzie King signed the 'Ogdensburg Agreement“

setting up a.Permanent Joint Board of Defense to '...consider in a

broad sense the defense of the north half of the western Hemisphere.'2

L.conference of military advisors and political leaders on 20 April,

1941 led to far-reaching agreements on wartime economic cooperation

between the two countries and the granting of bases in Newfoundland

and Labrador to the United States Navy.3

1 Jones and Myers, Qgcuments on Americanggpreign Relations, I, 25.

2 Ibid., III, 161.

8 Ibid., III, 151—52, 227-28.
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Ae an outgrowth of the outbreak of war in EurOpe President Roose-

velt on 5 September, 1939 ordered the U.S. Navy to establish a Neutrali-

ty.Patrol. The Navy was to locate, follow and report all belligerent

war vessels and aircraft near the American continents. In so doing

the United States would show that it would defend the Western Hemis-

phere. Less than a month later, on 3 October, the Conference at Panama

of the Foreign Ministers of the American Republics approved the idea.1

The American states declared their determination to keep out of the war

and established the hemiSpheric "safety belt,‘ a three hundred to one

thousand mile-wide zone in which belligerents were forbidden to pursue

hostilities. By 12 October, 1939 the Neutrality Patrol was fully organ-

ized with the U.S. Navy covering the area from Newfoundland to the

Guianas-—-an example of the vulnerability of South America due to its

distance from the centers of U.S. naval strength.

By the spring of 1940 Germany's conquests in.BurOpe posed a diffi-

cult problem for the American nations, for they were now confronted

with German claims of sovereignty over colonial possessions in the New

Ibrld held by defeated nations. The prospect of Germany's occupation

and use of the American possessions of Denmark, the Netherlands, or

France as bases for further acts of aggression washnacceptable to the

United States and to Latin America. The resolutions passed on 30 June,

1940 at the Havana Conference of the American Republics, in effect,

made the Monroe Doctrine a multi-lateral policy; the transfer of terri-

tory in the westernHemiSphere from one nonéAmerican state to another

was not to be allowed. To iron out any problems arising from this

 

1 the Declaration of Panama, Ibid., II, 115.

2] Joint Congressional resolution to that effect passed on 17 and 18

June, 1940; Ibid., II, 89-90,
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declaration the Conference set up an Inter—American Commission for

Territorial Administration which was to govern any such territory whose

transfer was attempted. In addition, the Heutrality Patrol, mainly

the reSponsibility of the U.S. Navy, was again endorsed. The American

nations agreed, further, to continue to suppress subversion, propap

ganda and other fifth-column activities in each state and to aid each

other in doing 80.1

At this stage it was the U.S. Navy which bore most of the burden of

protecting the hemiSphere against possible German attack. The holes

in the Atlantic and Caribbean defense were quite adequately filled with

the acquisition of the eight advanced bases in the destroyers-for—bases

trade with Great Britain on 2 September, 1940. It was not only to aid

faltering Britain that the administration agreed to the British pro-

posal, for as Secretary of State Hull put it, the new bases were needed

'...to enhance the national security of the United States and greatly

strengthen its ability to cOOperate effectively with other nations

of the Americas in the defense of the western HemisPhere.'z ‘President

Roosevelt explained to Congress that the nation's military and naval

leaders considered the bases '...essential to the protection of the

Panama Canal, Central America, the Northern.portion of South America,

the Antilles, Canada, Mexico, and out own.Eastern and Gulf Seaboards.”3

The Navy's task according to the Commander-in—Chief, was to coordinate

its '...efforts in every conceivable manner to the end that our fleet

shall be a deterrent to thoscnations which would plant the heel of

Ibid., III, 63—90.

Hull to British Ambassador Lothian, 2 September, 1940; Peace and war,

p. 567.

message to Congress of 3 September, 1940; Jones and Hyers, Documents

on American Foreign Relations, III, 206.
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dictatorship across this hemiSphere."

The Axis threat on the seas presented a dilemma to the U.S. leader—

ship. While Germany tied down the British Navy and threatened to gain

control of the Atlantic, the bulk of the United States Navy was forced

to remain on watch in the Pacific to deter any further Japanese depre-

dations. After its prOposal in the fall of 1939 and ensuing lengthy

debate a $4,000,000,000 program for a "two-ocean.navy' was finally

enacted on 14 June and 19 June, 1940. This program, while greatly

strengthening and modernizing the U.S. fleet, would take years to be

implemented during which time Germany might capture or sink the Bri-

tish fleet and thus gain rule over the Atlantic. Steppedpup construc-

tion schedules could only shorten the gap to two years during which

the administration was counting on its program of aid to the enemies

of Hitler to protect the Americas.

The political and military leaders reSponsible for defending the

United States and the western HemiSphere prepared and executed plans for

the acquisition or occupation of certain strategic areas in the‘Atlantic

Ocean. This took place prior to the involvement of the United States

in the war. Hence, one concludes that Germany was suSpected of plan-

ning the seizure of these points in order to launch an attack upon the

hemisphere. It is necessary, then, to take note of these U.S. mili—

tary countermeasures in order to deduce from them the German.policy

with regard to attack upon the western HemiSphere.

By the spring of 1941 extensive military plans were drawn up for

the occupation of Greenland- Iceland; the Azores and Martinique.g ‘An

1 Roosevelt's Navy Day message to Secretary of the Navy Knox on 26

October, 1940; text in N.Y. Times, 27 October, 1940, p. 4.

2 Sherwood , Roosevelt and qukins, p. 271.
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indication of the administration's thinking along these lines is found

in Senator Claude Pepper's fiery speech of 6 May, 1941. Pepper's

statements had sometimes been indicative of contemplated action by the

administration. Taking a vigorous interventionist viewpoint, he ad-

vocated a"get tough' attitude toward Germany. The United States, he

said, should '...occupy the points of vantage from which the monstors

are preparing to strike at us. In that category I include Greenland,

Iceland, the Azores, the Cape Verde Islands, the Canary Islands, and

Dakar."

It was in Greenland where the United States established the northern

end of its‘Atlantic defense system. Early in the war Britain had

decided that the defense of Greenland was, primarily, the reSponsibility

of the United States. On 19 April, 1940, a week after the German.Army

overran the mother country of Denmark, the State Department rejected

a.prOposal by Danish Minister de Kaufman that the United States esta-

blish a protectorate over Greenland. On.3 May, 1940 the local governs

ment, the Greenland Councils, reaffirmed its allegiance to King Chris~

tian I and also asked for American.protection.2 The response was the

drawing up of plans by the U.S. Coast Guard for the defense of Green-

land. In May, American equipment and supplies were brought to the vital

cryolite mines at Ivigtut where it was feared the Germans would shell

the mines from submarines. They had already established important

meteorological stations on the east coast and were undertaking air re-

connaiscance of Greenland from bases in Ecrway.

IIH‘N.I Times, 7 Kay, 1941, p. 12.

2 Jones and.Myers, Dppuments on American Foreign Relations, III, 235.

3 Hull, Memoirs, I,_753—58.
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After extensive survey Operations had been completed Hull and de

Kaufman signed an agreement on 9 April, 1941 whereby Greenland became

a protectorate of the United States, retained its Danish allegiance,

and gave to the United States extensive rights to build defense bases.

Two landing fields, several seaplane bases, harbor facilities, radio,

radar, and weather installations were soon built with U.S. Army units

stationed there for defense. On 1 June, 1941 the Greenland Patrol

was establishes as duty for the Coast Guard to protect the supply

lines to Britain from German attack and to ward off German efforts at

establishing new bases on Greenland, i.e., within the western Hemis-

phere.2 The State Department emphasized that the U.S. decision to de-

fend Greenland was merely the application.of the Monroe Doctrine and

the decision of the American Foreign Ministers at Havana in 1940.3

President Roosevelt‘s address of 27 May, 1941 made clear the U.S.

policy of hemiSpheric defense founded on a series of forward bases.

He noted that Germany could readily drive into the Iberian.Peninsula

or French northwest Africa. From there, said Roosevelt, it was an easy

Jump to I...the Atlantic fortress of Dakar, and to the island outposts

of the New World-——the Azores and Cape Verde Islands." Truly, Roose-

velt had guessed actual German war plans very accurately. The Presi-

dent categorically denied Germany the right to occupy'gpy islands in

the Atlantic: ”Control or occupation by Hazi forces of any of the

islands of the Atlantic would JeoPardize the immediate safety of por-

tions of North and South America and the island possessions of the

United States and of the ultimate safety of the continental United

1 text of the agreement and exchange of notes in Peace and War, pp.

642-48.

2 Morison, Egg Battle of the_Atlantic, I, 58-64.

3 De artment f State Bulletin, IV, 443; statement of 10 April, 1941.
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States itself."l Roosevelt described the battle for control of the

Atlantic as extending '...from the icy waters of the North.Pole to the

frozen continent of the Antarctic.I A.huge number of sinkings were

occuring, many of which, claimed the President, had actually taken

place in the waters of the western HemiSphere. Here, he was obviously

referring to the fullest extension of the western HemiSphere as de-

scribed in Chapter I of this paper. Roosevelt stressed that German

occupation of Greenland, Iceland, the Azores, or the Cape Verde Islands,

would directly endanger the safety of the United States and the counp

tries of Latin America. "The attack on the United States can begin

with the domination of any base which menaces our security-—-north

or south.'2 The President ended his address by proclaiming an “un-

limited national emergency' in which stringent measures were invoked

to meet the German effort to conquer the world. The United States

would decide when and where its interests were threatened and would

forestall the seizure by Germany of any of the islands of the Atlantic.3

Three days previous to this speech the President had ordered the

Marines to prepare to occupy the.Azores Islands. But on.Prime Min-

ister Churchill's advice this force was instead sent to Iceland since

British Intelligence was sure that Germany would soon strike at the

U.S.S.R. and that Franco had refused the peaceful occupation of Spain.

Hitler, it was thought, would not risk entering hostile Spain waile

he tangled with the Soviet Union. Furthermore, Iceland had a highly

strategic location in the Battle of the Atlantic.4

In mid-June, 1941 the President reached the decision to join the

Reece and war, p. 665.

Ibid., p. 668.

text of the proclaimation in N.Y. Times, 28 May, 1941, p. l.

Morison, The Battle of the Atlantic, I, 67.b
a
n
a
l
-
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the British occupation of Iceland with United States forces. While

this measure was a necessary preliminary to the use of American naval

vessels for convoy duty of ships bound for Britain, it was also aimed

at establishing an outpost to prevent direct German aggression against

the western HemiSphere. 'The United States,‘ said Roosevelt, 'cannot

permit the occupation by Germany of strategic outposts in the Atlantic

to be used as air or naval bases for eventual attack against the

Western HemiSphere.' The same reasons, Roosevelt told Congress, that

had caused the U.S. to dispatch substantial forces to Trinidad and to

British Guiana made necessary the occupation of Iceland: i.e., to fore»

stall a German pincer movement which might involve seizure of bases in

South America or in the North Atlantic. Specifically, Germany's occur

pation of Iceland would be a menace in the following ways:

The threat against Greenland and the northern portion of the

North.American Continent, including the islands which lie off

it. The threat against all shipping in the North Atlantic.

The threat against the steady flow of munitions to Britain-—-

which is a matter of broad policy clearly approved by Congress.

The trOOps arrived in Iceland on 7 July, 1941, the same day that

the United States-Iceland agreement was made public. There was to be

a gradual replacement of the British garrison so that it might serve

elsewhere on a more active front against Germany. Admiral King

ordered the Atlantic Fleet '...to support the defense of Iceland...

capture or destroy vessels engaged in support of sea and air Operations

against Western Hemisphere territory [defined as including Iceland on

2

15 July] or United States or Iceland flag shipping! As a result

1 Roosevelt's message to Congress of 7 July, 1941; Peace and War,

p. 686.

2 as quoted in Morison, Battle of the Aglantic. I, 78.
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of these orders German submarines and U.S. destroyers Qgegg, Egaggy,

and Reuben James engaged in naval battles during September and October

of 1941.

At the Anglo-American Atlantic Conference at Argentia Bay off New-

foundland in August, 1941 U.S. military leaders gave indication of

even a greater extension eastward of the western Hemispheric defensive

perimeter. Their discussions closely paralleled the thinking of Under;

secretary of State Welles who, as has been noted, drafted a message for

President Roosevelt early in May advocating extension of the Monroe

Doctrine to northwest Africa and the nearbyvAtlantic Islands. Repeat;

edly, the U.S. chiefs-bf-staff emphasized their responsibility for the

defense of the Western HemiSphere. However, they considered the con-

trol by friendly nations of the Azores, Cape Verde Islands, the Canary

Islands, Dakar, French Morocco, and Spanish Morocco as vital to that

task.1

The chief documentary source available indicating U.S. military

planners' Judgment of Germany's cupidity for areas of the Western Hem-

isphere is the “Joint Board Estimate of United States Overhall Produc-

tion Requirements.‘2 This remarkable document, dated 11 September,

1941 and signed by chiefs-of-staff Marshall and Stark, was directed to

President Roosevelt as the product of two years' work by U.S. military

planners and a years‘ c00peration with the British. The fundamentals

of this report appeared previously in the United States Joint.Army and

Navy Basic war Plan, drafted in May, 1941. This, in turn, was based

on similar decisions of Roosevelt, Stark, Marshall, Hull, Knox and

3

§timson in November! 1940. Fourgpoints in the Joint Board Estimate are

l Sherwood, Rposevelt and Hopkins, p. 358; based on the official re-

cords of the conference.

Ibid., pp. 410-18; vital parts of the text printed here.

8 Morison, Battle of the Atlantic, I, 46.

N



related to the problem of deducing Germany's policy concerning attack

upon the Western Hemisphere from defense measures of the United States.

To safeguard the United States, said the military planners, it was

necessary to preserve '...the territorial, economic and ideological

integrity of the United States and the remainder of the western Hemis-

phere....' To that end the government should strive toward the '...

eventual establishment in Europe and Asia of balances of power which

will most nearly ensure political stability in those regions...and, so

far as practicable, the establishment of regimes favorable to economic

1

freedom and individual liberty."

Should Germany conquer all EurOpe, i.e., her two remaining enemies,

Britain and the Soviet Union, she might then attempt the conquest of

the western HemiSphere. While "...Germaiv might at once seek to gain

footholds....' in the New World, she might, instead, pursue a long—

range cold war leading up to invasion of South America and victory over

the United States. According to the U.S. military planners Germany

would:

wish to establish.peace with the United States for several years,

for the purpose of organizing her gains, restoring her economic situa—

tion, and increasing her military establishment, with a view to the

eventual conquest of South America and the military defeat of the

United States. During such a.period of 'peace' it seems likely that

Germany would seek to undermine the economic and.political stability

of the countries of South America, and to set up puppet regimes favorb

able to the establishment on that continent of German.military power.

In such circumstan es, Germany would have better chances to defeat

the United States.’

In a section on the probable character of German strategy to con—

quer the Americas it was noted that in the "current phase of the war”

she sogght to conquer north and west Africa1_and to OCCUDY '...Spain;_»

1 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins. pp. 410111.

2 Ibid.. p. 411.

‘\



Portugal, Morocco, French West Africa, Senegal, and the Atlantic Is-

lands....' The Joint Board thought it would take less sea, land, and

air power to complete this drive southwestward than to conquer the

Middle East. At any rate, the security of the Western Hemisphere de-

manded that friendly powers control northwest Africa and the Atlantic

Islands because these were the Jumping-off places for invasion of the

hemisphere. With a view to ultimate participation in the war, the U.S.

military planners concluded:

Prevention of Axisgpenetration into northwest Africg_and the Atlantic

Islands is very important, not only as a contribution to the defense

of the western Hemisphere, but also as security to British communicap

tions and as a base for a future land offensive. In French North and

west Africa, French troops exist which are potential enemies of Ger-

many, provided they are re-equipped and satisfactory political condi-

tions are established by the United States....a large prOportion of the

troops of the Associated Poweis employed in this region necessarily

must be United States troops.

It will be recalled that less than a year earlier Hitler had set his

war planners upon the task of driving southwestward "...with a view

to the prosecution of the war against America at a later date.‘2 By

ll September of 1941 American military planners had sensed the German

intent and had recommended that American troops be used to Oppose Gerb

many in the vital area.

In addition to these decisions by the military, United States

political leaders were making parallel efforts to safeguard the hemis-

phere from German attaCk. It will be recalled that President Roosevelt

had promised Prime Minister Churchill at the Atlantic Conference that

the United States would occupy the Azores and Cape Verde Islands even

3
if Britain provoked Germany by seizing the Canary Islands. The United

1 Ibid., p. 417. .

2 Nazi ConSpiracy and Aggression, III, 288-290.

3 see Chapter I, pp. 10-11, of this_paper.
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States was at the time trying to induce Portugal to ask aid as had the

the Icelandic government. Ambassador Leahy had been sent to Vichy to

see that the French Havy was kept out of Germany's ands and that basesh

in Herth and west Africa were not ceded to Germany.1 Darlan had nearly

engineered the latter concession in the spring of 1941.

There seems to be no evidence that, before the United States became

involved in the war, military Operations were planned for the seizure

of any part of Africa.as a defensive measure. The administration seemed

content to state that Americans had never been neutral in thought and

grew increasingly apprehensive of thathreat to America which Germany

pesented. "we know,‘ said Roosevelt to Congress on 9 Ocotober, 1941,

'that we could not defend ourselves in Long Island Sound or in San

Francisco Bay. That would be too late. It is the American policy to

defend ourselves wherever such defense becomes necessary under the com-

plex conditions of modern warfare.‘

Under this policy a most significant commit ment was made to Great

Britain as a result of the extension of the hemiSpheric boundary far

eastward into the Atlantic. Despite the sinking of the mighty Bismarck

on 27 May; 1941 Germany still held as a threat her great sister ship,

Tigpitz, and battle cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau. Any of these

ships could have wrecked havoc with a plodding North Atlantic convoy.

Consultations in Iceland led to agreement that the British Home Fleet

should guard against such a sally in the region between the Faeroes

and Iceland; a heavy U.S. task group, based on Iceland, was to cover

the Denmark Strait. The agreement was made over a month before Ger-

many declared war upon the United States. In a letter of instructions

 

l Roosevelt's instructions to Leahy, 20 December, 1940; Beace and Wag,

Pp. 596-599.

2 Ibid., p. 762.
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dated 5 December, 1941, concerning c00peration with British naval

forces, Admiral King said: "The existing arrangements for joint action

(coordination) between detachments of the Atlantic Fleet and of the

British Home Fleet are designed to prevent the undetected passage of

Axis heavy raiders to the southeastward of Iceland, and to deal with

such raiders when detected.‘1 In addition, King agreed to put avail-

\ able U.S. Navy vessels under temporary British comman in order to

hunt down the German ships should they appear:3 From September of 1941

until well into 1942 a powerful group of American warships patrolled

north of the mined Denmark Strait awaiting the emergence of the back-

bone of the German surface fleet. On 5 November, over a month before

war came, Rear Admiral Giffen dashed after Tirnitz and other large

ships when they came out of their Eorwegian bases to go after a con-

voy. The Germans turned back and a major naval battle between Germany

and the '"neutral" United States was averted.

Should there be any doubt as to the reason for the lo.a—range

defensive military measures pursued by the United States, one need

only consider the invasion of North Africa.by U.S. forces in November

of 1942. Throughout 1942 the danger had grown of Vichy's yielding

North.African bases to Germany. Bogged down in Russia, the German Army

might transfer some of its power to the west and drive through Spain

into Africa, or, alternately, through southern France or Italy to the

same objective. President Roosevelt wrote to General Franco on 9 No-

vember, 1942 on the eve of the invasion:

we have accurate information to the effect that Germs v

and Italy intend at an early date to occupy with military force

‘French North Africa.

1 as quoted in.Morison, Battle of the Atlantic, I, 81.

2 Ibid., I, 82; based on.Morison's interview with King.



With your wide military experience you will understand clearly

that in the interests of the defense of both North America and South

America it is essential that action be taken to prevent an Axis occu-

pation of French Africa without delay. M

Operation "Torch" was intended not only to take the initiative in the

battle against Germany but also to deny the vital northwest African

area to the enemy. Hence, it, too, became a matter of hemiSpheric

defense.

 

1 a§_—quoted in Carlton J.R. Hayes, Egrtime Mission in Spain. 1942-1945

(Nun, 1945), p. 91.
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CONCLUSION

The evidence indicates that Germany did not plan a military attack

'upon North or South America or the islands on their continental shelves.

It has, however,been established that Germany undertook measures which

resembled the prelude to her aggressions in Eur0pe. Subversive poli-

tical groups loyal to Germany were fostered in.Latin America. .An

attempt was made to mobilize the German minorities in these countries.

and to place them in power so that Germany might secure dominant in-

fluence there. Furthermore, Nazi Spokesmen and Goebbels' prOpaganda

machine harped continually during the critical period of American aid

to the Reich's enemies before Pearl Harbor on the familiar theme that

Germany was being Oppressed by the “Jewish,' I'warmonger," "meddling"

United States. U.S. defensive measures were interpreted as showing

that the Roosevelt administration was hoodwinking the American peeple

into an unjust and criminal war against the perseafled Reich. All this

may have been an indication of the intention to wage another l'defensive"

war for the protection of German rights and minorities--this time

against the United States and in the Western Hemisphere.

From these outward manifestations and from intelligence reports

those responsible for the defense of the United States deduced that

the Americas were in danger of attack by Germany. This conclusion,

reached in midpJuly, 1940,1 was supplemented five months later on

16 December by the decision of Secretaries Knox and Stimson, General

Marshall, and Admiral Stark that the country would eventually have to

‘gggto war.2 Duringgthe next few monthgifas we have seeni_a_1oint Army;

1 Stimson, On Active Service in Peace and war, p. 332.

2 Ibid., p. 366; diary entry of 16 December, 1940.
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Navy war plan, based on an estimate of possible German aggression

directed toward the New World, was develOped. Indeed, the U.S. policy

of aiding Britain and extending the American defense perimeter far

eastward to a line based on Iceland and British Guiana was aimed at

meeting the threat of German attack. Thus, under the administration's

interpretation the western HemiSphere was extended hundreds of miles

eastward of the American continents to include islands belonging geo—

graphically to the Old world.

German war plans, as we have seen, included moves deemed by U.S.

leaders as Jeopardizing the security of the Western Hemisphere. How-

ever, the German plan to invade Great Britain, Operation Sea Lion,

failed. Later, schemes to seize the Iberian Peninsula and northwest

Africa could not be attempted. The desire to take Iceland, the Azores,

the Cape Verde and the Canary Islands did not get past the planning

stage. These westward drives became impossible when Hitler decided

to send the Vehrmacht against the Soviet Union. Hevertheless, Anglo;

American plans to counter Germany's intention of driving southwest;

ward and of seizing the Atlantic Islands were deve10ped and held in

readiness. As the German armies plunged deeper into the Russian

defense, it became clear to British and American leaders that the

menace to the western HemiSphere was declining.1 Significantly, the

first step on land against Germany by the western Powers was the cap—

ture of the vital African buffer area where Germany might have struck

first. Even the Reich's attitude toward the United States grew

1 see memorandum of Stimson to Roosevelt of 28 June, 1941 in Sherwood,

Egpsevelt and Hopkins, pp. 303—304; texts of documents by Churchill

on 24 April, 16 December, and 28 December, 1941 in The Grand Alliance,

143-45, 651, 654; see also C.J.E; Hayes, wartime Mission in Spgig,

1942-1945, p. 101.
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cautious and nonpprovocative when the bulk of the German war machine

was engaged in the east.

It would be wrong to assume that because no German plan of attack

upon the Americas has been uncovered, the intention did not exist.

First, it must be noted that there seems to have been no over-all,

longer? ge German plan of conquest. Hitler did, however, intend to

conquer Eur0pe with the intention of exerting a dominant influence upon

the world from that position. Since the Fuehrer allowed only four

weeks for the deve10pment of all of Operation Sea Lion.g£tg§_his armies

had reached the English Channel, it cannot be assumed that he never

intended to strike the western HemiSphere because no plan of attack

has been found. Had Germany been able to defeat Britain and gain cone

trol of the Atlantic, there would have been both reason and Opportuni-

ty to plan and execute an assault upon the New World. Since Germany's

naval power was never sufficient to protect an army destined for the

American continents, no military plans of attack were developed.

There is, however, little reason to believe that a victorious Third

Reich would have allowed the last outposts of democracy and racial

tolerance to survive in the New World.

The United States could have been drawn into the war with Germany

months before the Japanese attack upon Pearl Harbor. The German High

Command began considering the seizure of the Iberian Peninsula, north-

western Africa, and the Atlantic Islands in the fall of 1940. The drive

to take the first of these objectives appears to have been scheduled

for January of 1941 with the other operations to follow in the first

half of 1941. By August of that year the United States was ready to
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abandon its neutrality and fight Germany in order to keep the vital

islands in friendly .ands. At this time, however, the forces neces-

sarv to drive southwestward were engaged in Russia. As the great
0

C
D

debacle in the east overtook the Wehrmacht, the possibility of th

involvement of the United States in the war due to a Ge “an attack

on the outposts of the western Hemisphere declined markedly.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Because the subject of this thesis is so recent in nature very‘

little has been written on it. There are no bibliographical aids al-

though the literature on National Socialism and the Second World War

is very voluminous. Bibliographical notes will be found here on

only those works containing important material used in the writing of

this thesis.

A..Documentary,material

Over two thousand of a group of one hundred thousand captured

German documents are found in the Office of United States Chief of

Counsel For Prosecution of Axis Criminality, Nazi Conspiracy and

Aggression, 8 volumes(Washington, 1946), two supplementary volumes in

1947 and 1948. In this set are included official papers from the

German governmental archives, Nazi Party archives, diaries, letters,

captured reports and orders, excerpts from governmental and.Party de-

crees and from the official German press, and the affidavits and in—

terrogations of the defendants at the Nuremberg war Crimes Trials.

The work was prepared by the American and.British prosecution staffs

to prove Count I, the planning and preparation of aggressive war.

Most of volumes I and II are brief historical essays incorporating

documentary evidence, and they are valuable leads to documents on

specific subjects. A.very poor index for the first eight volumes is

found at the end of volume VIII.

The official record of the Nuremberg Trials is published as Inter—

national Military Tribunal, Trial of the Major war Criminals, 42_vol—

umes(Nuremberg, 1947). Volume I contains the official trial documents,

and the proceedings occupy volumes II through XXII. All documents-in—

evidence are printed in German in volumes XXV through XLII. There are

excellent chronological, subject, and document indices. This set does

not contain some of the documents printed in the U.S. prosecutions pub—

lication noted above; but the oral testimony of the war criminals is

very useful in establishing the validity of the trial documents and

uncovering new evidence of German intentions toward the western Hemis—

phere.

Two documentary sources were used to ascertain U.S. and.PanpAmeri-

can policy and countermeasures toward Germany. The Department of State's

volume, Peace and War: United States Foreign Policy, 1931-1941(Wash-

ington, 1943) is made up of a short essay and two hundred seventy-four

documents concerning U.S. foreign affairs during a crucial decade. In—

cluded are texts of speeches, executive agreements, and diplomatic

notes. This work is excellent on U.S. fears of German attack and the

reaction of the government to that apprehension. Little new material

is found in it because most of the documents had been published be-

fore by the State Department. S.S. Jones and D.P. Myers(eds.), Docup

ments on American Foreigpgéffairs is a series of annual volumes of

topically arranged documents whose texts are usually printed in full.

There is no editorial comment, a good index, and a simple organization.

Published in Boston by the world Peace Foundation since 1939,the set

was useful on.PanpAmerican defense measures and the eastward extension
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of the boundary of the New World. Volumes I through IV published

from 1939 through 1942 were used. When the Speeches or testimony

of administration leaders was not available in either of these two

works, the texts of such addresses or testimony was found in the New

York Times.

Royal Institute on International Affairs, Documents on Internation—

a1 Affairs, 1938 vol. II(London and New'York, 1945), edited by Monica

Curtis is devoted solely to German policy. It has a fruitful section

on general German policy and texts of Speeches by German leaders.

The U. S. Department of State published a volume be R.E. hurphy and others

called National Socialism: Basic Principles, Their Ann].ication By the

Nazi Porty' s Foreizn Orranization, and Their Use of Germans Abroad For

Nazi Aims(Washington, 1943). Material is included from standard Nazi

sources as well as the contents of documents, laws and 01ficial records

concerning Nazi fifth columns.

B. Othergprimary sources

Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampi, Complete and Unabridged(New York, 1939)

is a tedious essential to a study of this nature. Surprisingly little

is found in this, Hitler's blueprint, about his intentions toward the

western HemiSphere. His speeches, edited with comment by the astute

political journalist, Raoul de Roussy de Sales, under the title of

Ex New Order(New York, 1941) cover the period from 1922 to 22 June,

1941. This work is an excellent sequel to Mein Kampf and is generally

concerned with foreign policy.

Although some historians think an abridgment has taken.p1ace,

Count Galeazzo Ciano, The Ciano Diaries, 1939-1943(Garden City, N. Y.,

1946) is a very useful source, quite apart from the question of its

completeness. Henry L. Stimson and McGeorge Bundy, On Active Service

in Peace and war(New York, 1947) is a record of government serviceby a

distinguished public servant. Since it was written from correSpon— _

dence and a diary, it can be considered an autobiography based on con-

temporary sources. The work shows the wartime Secretary of Nar's early

preoccupation with the German menace and his efforts to meet the threat

to western NemiSpheric security. Of a similar nature is William D.

Leahy, I was There: The Personal Storv of the CE1ief of Staff to Pres-

idents Roosevelt and?Truman Based on His l.otes and Diaries Meade at the

Time(New York, 1950) which contains valuable material on the period

whenLeahy was Ambassador to Vichy France. Leahy shows the U. S. policy

of keeping the FrenCh fleet and the African bases out of German hands.

The correSpondence of Leahy with Roosevelt and Admiral Darlan is in-

cluded in the appendix. Carlton J. H. Hayes, wartime}’ission in Spain

1942-1945(New'York, 1945) is an account by a noted historian and former

Ambassador to Spain. It is based on a diary, letters, and.papers and

is unofficial and autobiographical in nature. Included by Hayes is

valuable material on Spanish Opposition to involvement in the war on

the side of the Axis and the steps taken by Franco to block Hitler's

Operation Felix. Two other diaries, Joseph Goebbels, The Goebbels

Diaries, 1942-1943, ed. by Louis P. Lochner(Garden City N',Y., 1948)

and William E. Dodd, Ambassador Dodd‘s 111m 1933—1938(New York,1938)

are both of little use because of the time periods they cover although

 

 

 



both give insight into tiie functioning of the German government.

Of all the war memoirs those of Winston Churchill were most use-

ful in this study. The first three volumes of The Second world war

are subtitled The Gathering Storm(Boston, 1948), Their Finest Hour

(Boston, 1949), and The Grand Alliance(Boston, 1950). These indis-

pensible sources by one of the great allied leaders are based on his

papers and his long experience as a statesman and writer; about one-

fourth of the text consists of quotations from otherwise unpublished

documents. Cne wishes, however, that Churchill would succomb to the

requirements of scholarship and cite the sources of his quotations,

especially in the case of German documents. Cordell Hull, The Memoirs

of Cordell Hull. 2 volumes(New York, 1948) is generally referred to as

a significant historical document. It is a detailed, sometimes tedious,

and apparently well documented treatment of American foreign.policy.

Hull has made a clear effort to defend his policies. John G. Winant,

Letter from Grosvenor Sguare: An Account of a StewardshiJ(Boston,1947)

by the U. S. wartime Ambassador to Britain is a short, franlc, and simply

written account revealing nothinsimportant except Winant's personality

and the pro—British attitude of the "neutral" United States. Sumner

Nelles, The Time For Decision(New York, 1944) by the Undersecretary of

State reveals his hate for Na.tional Socialism and some of the‘U. S. and

Pan_American defense measures to meet the German threat. Its great

value lies in Nelles' account of his peace miss ion to EurOpe in 1940.

Dwibht D. Eisenhower, Crusade in Eurooe(Garden City, N.Y.,1948) shows

how vital to hemiSpheric defense was the northwestern African area

where Eisenhower commanded the first undertaken by the United States

against Germany. Doctor Felix.Kersten, Memoirs(Garden City, N.Y.,

1947) is by the physician of Himmler, Hitler, and other tsp Nazi

leaders and contains references to the extent of "Greater Germany” _

which was to extend from the Channel to the Urals, from the Nediter-

ranean to the Arctic Sea. It was to dominate the world. This con-

cept, deeply rooted in the hard core of National Socialists, is in-

dicative of Hitler's fundamental aim of conquering EurOpean Russia.

 

C. Secondary sources

Samuel E. Morison, History of United States Naval Operations in

world War II Volume I The Battle of the Atlantic, September 1939-

l’ay 1943(Boston, 1947) is the first of a twelve volume series by the

fanciis Harvard historian commissioned eSpecially to write such a work.

Although not an |'official" historydt is based on U. 5. Navy records,

eyewitness observation, and interviews with participants. The German

Admiralty records were also available. This volume is excellent on

defense measures of the U.S. Navy to meet German sea power Operating

against the United States long before the war broke out, in what were

termed by the administration, the waters of the western Hemisphere.

As is the case with Churchill‘s work, German sources are not preperly

identified.

Robert E. Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hepkins:.An Intimate Historv

(IEew'York, 1948) is anoutstanding biography very useful to this study.

Sherwood's access to records of the lendplease administration, the At—

lantic Conference, and pre—war defensive military plans has made
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available much documentary material and summaries of such papers not

to be found published elsewhere. In this work one finds much of the

text of the l'Joint Board Estimate" which plays so important a role in

showing that U.S. military leaders would have fought to protect the

Atlantic Islands which Germany planned to seize.

William L. Langer, Our Vichy Gamble(flew York, 1947) is a history

of U.S. relations with the French government at Vichy. This famous

historian, working from 085 and State Department archives, shows con,

elusively the U.S. apprehension over possible German seizure of the

French Navy and northwestern.Africa; Franco's Opposition to German

seizure of Gibraltar in late 1940 and later; German hOpes of extorting

bases in Africa from Vichy and the United States' successful policy of

preventing such a session.

‘Asher Lee, The German Air Force(New York, 1946) was written by a

Wing Commander of the RAF and an outstanding British expert on the Luft-

waffe. Written in a non-technical and somewhat dramatic style, the

work emphasizes the failures of the German Air Force. Lee furnishes

much authentic material on the air battle for Britain.

Peter de Kendelssohn, Design For Aggression: The Inside Story of

Hitler's war Plans(Hew York and London, 1946) is a study of German war

plans during the period 1937—1941 and is based largely on the Euremberg

var Crimes Trials documents. The treatment is strictly military, ig-

noring the political aSpects of many of Hitler's aggressions. The story

is necessarily incomplete because of the absence of the Allied side of

the story. Quotations from German sources are generally authentic

but are not cited or otherwise identified.

An excellent source of war maps is F. Brown and E. Berlin, Th§_flgg

in Maps: A Handbook of Maps and Facts(New York, 1942 . Material is

drawn from the maps of the New York Times and many eSpecially drawn‘

for the'book. Short texts explain the significance of each map of file

Axis campaigns. The drawings are not detailed since they are meant

for mass presentation via newspaper. In war Department Bureau of Public

Relations, The Background of Our War(New York, 1942) one_finds excellent

maps of the Axis campaigns and an imaginative but accurate picture of

Germany's intention to execute a pincer movement on the western Hemis-

phere via Ifrica, the Atlantic Islands, and South America~—-and the

North Atlantic. The text is made up of a series of articles based on

lectures for the indoctrination of Army personnel.

Robert E. Jackson, The Nurnberg,Case(New York, 1947) is a good

starting point for the use of the documentary material turned up at

tthuremberg war Crimes Trials. The author was the American.prosecutor

at the trials and gives many clues as to the identification of docus

ments bearing on the subject of this thesis.

Although the German school of geopolitics has not figured prominent-

ly in this thesis, it was necessary to study Haushofer's ideas as a

clue to German strategy. Derwent Whittlesey, German Strategy_2§4flg§y1

Conguest(Hew York, 1942) is basically a piece of war propaganda aimed

at showing Germany to be the historical aggressor. But the author is _

a prominent student of Ge0politik and has an excellent summary of Haus-

hofer's ' science. and a very extensive bibliography on German geo-

politics. Johannes Mattern, GeOpolitik: Doctrine of National Self—

 

 



Sufficiency and Autarchy(Baltimon; 1942) is a penetrating discussion

of the origin of geOpolitics and its evolution through the work of

Friedrich Ratzel and Rudolf Kjellen; excellent bibliography; little

material on Raushofer. Russell E. Fitzgibbon(ed.), Global Politics

(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1944) is a series of lectures delivered

under the auSpices of the Institute of Political Geography at the Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles; outstanding scholars contributed

and there is a short piece on Raushofer. Certainly the most attrac-

tive presentation of the heartland thesis is Robert Strausz-Zupe's

"GeOpolitics,' gpgtupe, Hovember, 1941. Charles Kruszewski discusses

in a difficult and scholarly manner "Germany's Lebensraum"'in.ghe

American Political Science Review, October, 1949.
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APPENDIX

The following are summaries of periodical articles concerning

German penetration into South America prior to the outbreak of war

between the United States and Germany. Material from them was not

incorporated in this thesis, but it cannot be doubted that these ar—

ticles were signs of the times. It has been noted that both military

and political leaders of the United States were aware of and appre-

hensive over German activities in Latin America. Although the official

intelligence reports are not available, one does have these contem-

porary reports by Journalists as a measure of German activities and

intentions in Latin America.

Wilbur Burton, "Dictators for Neighbors," Current History, October,

1937, pp. 63—68. Fascist-like governments and incipient Na: move-

ments are described.

Wilbur Burton, 'South American Grab—bag," Current History, Nevem—

ber, 1937, pp. 54—58. This article includes‘a map and the total num-

bers of German, Italian, and Japanese elements in important South Amer—

ican states. A.brief description is made of a Nazi-like fascist party

in Brazil, Axis economic infiltration, and German military advisors to

several South American governments.

Norman A. Ingrey, I'Fascism in South America," Contemporary Review,

28 August, 1938, pp. 218-28. This is a comprehensive article by a

foreign correSpondent discussing Axis penetration into economic fields,

racial minorities, military leadership, and propaganda media. COD!

clusion: despite Axis attractions“and some natural fascist proclivi-

ties South America will stay democratic if the United States remained

democratic and pursued a non-exploitive good neighbor policy.

George Duhamel, "South America Next 7', Current History. July,

1940, p. 52. This article is a reprint of one appearing in the Paris

daily, Le Fi are, immediately prior to the entry of German troops into

Paris. The author describes a hypothetical German attack upon.Brazil

aided by fifth columnists. He says the same thing might happen in

Uruguay or Argentina. Only control of the.Atlantic Ocean will save

Latin.America from German invasion.

Captain J.A. Gainhard, "The Key to the Americas," Commonweal, 23

August, 1940. This article by a merchant marine captain of wide ex-



perience in the Latin American area puts strong emphasis on the need

for Pan-America.n cooperative defense to meet possible Germa. aggres—

sion. Ah,otheticl invasion is described; fifth column, Axis navy,

troop tranSports, the seizure ofairfields in Brazil frombases at

Dakar, Freetown, the Cape Verde Isla.nds, Madeira, and the Canary Is—

lands. The wealzest country was Uruguxwhere a.Ep£§ph had recently

been suppressed. '

Anon., "South America's wartime Import:.nce, " Lational Geocranhic,

October, lgf-B. A large map shows vital railroads, air routes, a nearly

completed Pan—American highway. The text describes vital strategic

raw materials and agricultural poducts obtained from South America

When Germany overran Denmark in the Spring of 1940 there was fear

that Greenland might become a German base. Colonel Henry Breckin—

ridge discusses this possibility in “Lazis in Greenland, Current

HistorV, l-an, 1910, pp. 13-14. Brecginridge, a lawyer, air power

expert, and assistant Secretary of war in 1913-16, shows that Iceland

is five hundred twenty to six hundred eightyafive miles from Europe

and only one hundred ninety to four hundred seventy-five miles from

Greenland; Greenland and North America are only two hundred ten to

seven hundred twenty—five miles apart. Fighters and bombers could

easily cover these short distances. The United States must prevent

the seizure of Greenland by Germany.
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